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DEPOSED PRESIDENT OF WABASH INTERESTS FOREIGN CAP-
ITAL IN $150,000,000 ENTERPRISE—USE ELECTRIC LOCO-
MOTIVES FROM BEGINNING—SMORTEST LINE BETWEEN
TWO CITIES—MONEY NECESSARY FOR BUILDING NEW
1.11iXa ALL PLEDI AY eisl•lea7Z-Irs
Pittsburg, Pa., August 4.—Papers
-of consolidation of three railroads in
different parts of Pennsylvania will
be filed at Harrisburg this week
which wilt constitute the formal an-
nouncement of a project of promi-
nent foreign bankers associated with
Joseph Ramsey, Jr., former president
et the Wabash railroad, to bui'd a
low-grade double-track railroad from
Nlew York to Chicago by way of
Pittsburg, which w II cost about $15o,-
-s0o,o00.
Complete surveys have already
been made and it 'is expected that
work preliminary to actual grading
and construction next spring will be-
gin this fall
Electric Power.
It is contemplated to operate the
road with electric locomotives from
the beginning. It will be known as
the New York, Pittsburg & Chicago
Aix Line and will be sixty-five miles
shorter to New York than the
Pennsylvania and io8 miles shorter
than the shortest line between New
York and Chicago.
Mr. Ramsey confirms the news in
a telegram from New York to the
Pittsburg Dispatch. The cost of the
line between Pittsburg and New
York, Mr. Ramsey says , is estimated
to be between $75,000,000, and $too,-
000,000 all of which has been pledged
the bulk of it by foreign capitalists.
• TESTIFY IN.
• OWN 11E11411
• ABNER. SMITH AND FRENCH
ON STAND IN THE BEATTY-
VILLE TRIAL.
French Tells Identical Story Told by
Him at the Marcum Damage
Suit Hearing.
Beattyville, icy:, Aug. 14—John Ab-
ner. John Smith and Ek F. French. co-
defendants, charged with the murder
of James B. Marcum were star wit-
nesses in their own behalf this morn-
ing, they having made a full, complete
denial of every allegation made
against them by the commonwealth
Notwithstanding his innocence of the
murder. Abner made a very poor wit-
ness for himself, he contradicting
himself on several occasions. Abner
was cross-examined by Attorney
jouett, who asked him if he remem-
bered having told him (Jatiett) in
Winchester that everything contained
in the deposition of Mose Feltner was
true. He said he could recall. hey-
leg seen Attorney Jouett in Winches-
ter. but could not recollect the nature
-of the conversation. Abner's mem-
ory was very bad on important mat-
ters. and it was alennet impoesible to
get him to answer the questions pro-
pounded to him by conned
John Smite.. was a better witnets
than his side partner. He raid' he had
never heard slay person discuss airy
plipts to kill Marcum. and denied
knowing rim Hiargis until after the
death of Marcum Witness said he
had known Ed Callahan for fifteen
years end was boarding it Calahan'e
at the tnne ,Miarctisn was actersinated
iffe said le did nal know, however,
that Marcnnt was ete have been killed
tbat day.
a F. French followed John Smith
on the stand, and like his codefend-
ants, denied all knowledge of any con-
spiracy to kill Marcum. At no time
during his examination did French
deny the various conversations in the
mountains. but in each instance
French placed entirely different w00%
in the mouth of the witness. The
testimony given by French this morn-
ing was an exact reptition of what
vests told by him in the trial of the
Marciemoliargis-French danvage suit
ii! Winchester.
SOUTH CAROLINA GIRL
SEES FATHER SLAIN
-- --
Parent Fights Duel With Her Sweet-
heart in Bedroom.
Greenville, S. C., Ang. 14.—Cower-
ing it a corner of her bedroom, Miss
Nannie Drake saw her father, Thomas
F. Drake, fight a pistol duel to the
death with her sweetheart Allen Em-
mermon. After the exchange of sev-
eral shots Drake fell dead, with a
bullet through his heart, almost at
the feet of Hs daughter. Eenmerson
staggered out of the room, euffering
from a severe hut not fatal wound
The girl was found in hysterics over
the corpse of her father and cryieg
that she Was guilty of his death
Drake, Who was a wealthy planter,
heard a noise in his daughter's room,
On entering he saw his dattghteteenOt
Eturverson. Instantly he began
slihot ing.
arritlier9en1 sprani:isway filen) tlic
girl, secured his pistol, which was on
a table, and returned the fire. The
father direst four ehote, but only one
took effect, striking Emmerson in the
thigh
After being wounded, Emenerson
fired a shot that killed Drake. After
Emmerson killed Drake he left the
house and, went to Anderson. where
he vurrendered. Vs'hen the circum-
stances became known, there was so
snitch indignation against Enunerson
that he teas brought here to prevent
a possible lynching.
Mhse Drake has fled.
A SECRET IS EXPLODED.
Railroad Conference to Fight the Rate
Bill Reported.
New York. Aug. te.—A dispatch to
a morning paper from Atlantic, N. J.
ears:
There are rumors here of a com-
ing railroad conference to coneider
a fight to be made against the railroad
rate bill Last night nearly a hundred
lawyers. 30 it is said. are known to
represent railroad interests arrived
Isere. and there are a score or more
of railroad officials here who have ar-
rived lately.
Great secrecy is being maintained
over the coming 'meeting, and at the
hotel where the delegation of lawyers
arrived with a battalion of menogra-
pliers and clerks, all irtfonrnation, as
well as the names of the newcomers,
we- refused. It is said that any meet-
ing haid will be in secret.
SOUGHT THE LIPS
OF A PRESIDENT
Thirteen Nan Arrested on Cbarge of
Plotting to EDI Colombia's
Ruler.
Washington. Aug. i4—Gov. Ma-
goon, of Panama, advised the state
department today of the arrest of thir-
teen riven on the itehmus, charged
with plotting to kill President Ama-
dor and overthrow the republic.
The spatch states that eleven of
the men are Colombians, one ie a
Mexican and the other a Nficsaraguan
All of the men are in jail, and Gov,
Magoon says the incident caused but
little excitement on the isthmus, and
that there is no suspicion that any of
the men were in the employ of other
government'.
POOL-ROOM MUOT
CEASE OPERA-T I CMS
--- --
Temporary Injunction Against Holli-
day's Place in Covington_
Covington. Ky., Aug. Lis—The
Simoston pool-room, on Second
street, operated in the name of J. W.
("Rug") Holliday, for a few days
last week. was temporarily enjoined
yesterday by Kenton Circuit Judge
Shaw, on peition filed by Common-
wealth's Attorney Maurice Galven
Judge Shaw said: "I am going to
grant the temporary injunction
against the operation of the room and
against the use of she property for
itch purposes."
Dr. Boyd Lectures.
The Academy of Medicine held a
meeting last evening at the Carnegie
library, with many members present.
Dr. Frank iloyd was the lecturer for
the evening, and his talk was upon
the surgical treatment of the gall
bladder, etc., and he had much profit-
able information to impart to those
present. At the next meeting of the
academy Dr. Boyd will again be -the
•lecturer, and, will speak upon the stir-
guy of the intestines.
.•
WAS HERE YESTERDAY FEEL-
ING PULSE OF THE  
PEOPLE.
Will Decide in Few Days Whether or
Not He Will Run for
Governor.
Congressman 011ie Ml. James was its
Paducah yesterday mixing arniong his
friends and the politicians and getting
his bearings on the political outlook
in Kentucky. He was accorded a
hearty greeting on all sides, and may
well feel proud of his popularity with
the people of Parloach.
Mjr. James is being urged to mate
the race for governor and has the
matter under consideration. He holds
the democratic nomination for con-
gress to succeed himself, and that is
equivalent to this election. When
congress adjcrurned early in July Mr
James, accompanied by his wife, went
to England and spent a few weeks in
thv country. While absent the po-
litical pot was put on the fire and has
been "biling" over ever since, and
thousands of democrats desire to see
the First 'district congressman enter
the race for governor, and he does not
expect to reach a decision until he
posts himself better on the feeling
in the state.
During his brief visit to the Reg-
ister office yesterday morning the was
informed that this city would give
him a full vote, for such seems to be
die sentiment in Paducah. While Mr
James has been active in politics, he is
not allied to any one faction to an
appreciable degree, and for that rea-
son both the machine and anti-
machine democrats of this city feel
very iaindly tow.ards. hint
In the event of Mr. James conclud-
ing to surrender the nomination for
congress and get in the stale race
Paducah is very likely to put forward
three aspirants for the congressional
nomi n at ion.
Mr. James, being in politics: would
naturally feel it an honor to be gov-
ernor of his native state, yet he dis-
plays that good cognition horse sense
with which he is endowed bylik not
rushing blindly into the race It is
the opinion of the Register that if Mr.
James is satisfied that a sincere desire
exists for him to make the race, and
it be the wish of a good number of
democrats beyond hie home district
also, that he will go into the race and
submit he candidacy to the democracy
of Kentucky.
Mr. James left the city on the noon
train, and before leaving stated to
the Register that he would reach a
definite conclusion within the next
Few days
KING EDWARD
LEAVES LONDON
Lands This Evening Across North
Sea—To Meet William To-
Morrow.
London, Aug. 14.—King Edward
left London tnday for the continent.
traveling to Port Viktor by special
train and crossing the North Sea to
Flushing on the royal yaoht Victoria
and Albert, which will be convoyed
by two British cruisers The Ger-
man and Austrian ambassadors were
among those who assembled at the
railroad to see the king off.
The greatest interest is manifested
in the meeting between King Edward
and Emperor Wilton. wIstelt Is to
take place at Freidrichsoff Aug. Sc.
The king will land at Flushing this
evening.
The
TREE CATCHES FIRE.
Blaze. Because of Location, Cre-
ates Some Alarm.
The fire department had a call yes-
terday morning early out of the usual
run. A large tree at the residence of
Mrs. J M. Buckner, at the corner of
Jefferson and Eighth street, which
contained a large hollow, hadsin some
unknown manner become fired, and
when passersby discovered the blaze
the limbs were burning brightly. It
took the department but a few min-
tites to quench the fire, hut the tree
had been ,well destroyed before its
arrival The proximity of the tree to
several large residence' added consid-
erably to the interest in the blaze,
anst also created some alarm among,
the residents of the vicinity.
CHICAGO'S LATEST
BANK ROBBERY
COLLATERAL SECURITIES
WERE STOLEN BY PRESI-
DENT STENSLAND.
Prospects for Depositors in Wrecked
Bank Securing Good Part of
Money Are Gloomier.
Chicago, Aug. 14.—The .belief that
large amounts of collateral given as
security for notes in the Milwaukee
Avenue State Bank have been stolen
'practically became a certainty last
night when a note for $omme known to
he genuine was found in President.
Stenslands' house at Byron street and
Lawndale avenue. Search was made
for the collateral security, but it could
not be found.
The discovery opened up a field for
almost unlimited speculation as to
how far the looting proceeded before
Stensland disappeared. If the real
estate and other securities in the bank
have been stolen or are found to be
worthless, the amount of money left
to pay the depositors probably will
be reduced to as low as. 25 per cent
The criminal side of the bank case
has been placed in the hands of As-
sistant State Attorney Barbour -ny
Mir. Olson, who is about to start for
New Hampshire on a vacation. Me
Barbour will be left in charge of the
State's Attorney's office pending the
return of Mr. Olson and State's At-
torney H'ealy.
Mr. Olson was informed yesterday
afternoon that P. 0. Stenslancl has
large land holdings in Mexico, and
that he may be in the southern repub-
lic now. The information came in
the shape of a letter from an acquain-
tance of Stensland. Mr. Olson said
that it will take only twenty-four
hours to run down the clew.
CUPID WORKS
BY ADVERTISING
Romantic Marriage of Illinois Girl
and a Tennessee Man.
Clarksvil.e, Tenn., Aug. ts.—A
romantic marrage was that of George
Eambrough, of this county, and
Mss Etna Tilotson, of Champaign
HI, which took place at the home of
the groom yesterday, as a result of a
correspondence of a few weeks' dura-
tion. When the bride, attired all in
white, stepped from the train neither
had ever seen the other. The groom
who was anxiously awating her ar-
rival, recognized his intended from
the description she had wrtten hint
and stepped forward wthout hesita-
tion and carried her off in triumph'
They went at once to his home where
they were married.
A few weeks ago the acquaintance
was begun through the medium of
an advertisement and the friendship
developed rapdly. It was soon con-
summated by the promise of mar-
raige on the part of the bride. It
was planned that she should come
Sunday, the sth, and the groom was
on hand promply to meet her, but she
failed to arrive. A telegram, how-
ever, announced that she was un-
avoidably detiined and arrangements
were made for her arrival yesterday.
The bride is said to be quite pretty
and attractive, and both appear to be
thoroughly pleased wth the outcome
of their venture.
ALDERMAN CHARGED
WITH SUNDAY SELLINO. 
Lexington Hotelk-eeper Alleged to
Have Dispensed Drinks
in a Room.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 14.—Jobn
Scott, an alderman, has been sited to
appear 'before Mtaseir Combs and an-
swer the charge of selling liquor on
Sunday. Scott is the proprietor of a
hotel on South Broadway. and it it
said he has been selling liquor in a
room in his place on Sunday. He was
one of the men who voted for the
Sunday closing ordinance.
AGED WWOMAN DEAD ,
NEAR HICKMAN
Hickman, Ky.. Aug. 14.—AC her
home, two miles' south of town, Mrs
Mirandl. Turner Wilson, died after a
several :,months' illness. She was the
oldest woman in this community
being eighty-nine years old. She
leaves two children and several'
groin grandchildren,
TOL. 23, VIBIBIZR 88
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CHANGES IN THE
LIFE INSURANCE LAWS
RECOMMENDATIONS TO BR SUBMITTED TO AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION CONVENTION—GOES INTO SUBJECT EX-
HAUSTIVELY —E NGLISH HOUSE OF LORDS ON SAME SUB.
o...eposes_oporsore T, "ir A Trr-lir eoes.erreAST TO REQUIRE-
... 
_ - • 
t
WELL
PLEASED.
Onsaha, Neb., Aug. 14.—The report
of the conymittse on insurance law of
the American Bar Association
submitted to the convention of the
association, which meets at St. Paul
Aug. 20-31, was made public yester-
day by R. W. Breckinridge ,of Orna-
Clintocin vice president of the Mutual
Life Insurance Company, said yester-
day that the decisibn of the house of
lords' committee that no special re-
serve fund should be invested in Eng-
lang to rase the liabilities of Ameri-
can mutual insurance companies in
ha, chairman of the committee. The that country was one'"Ist Ole most
report goes into the subject very ex- comprehensive and able documents
baustively, and the conclusion is ever issued by any government, and
was in such marked contrast to the
policy adopted by the French govern-
ment that the Mufflers officers were
more than pleased.
mlecCiionnftocmak mtaodeLaywub.lie
yesters
panics and/ their policy holders, but day copies of a resolution which was
which shall require deferred dividends adopted by the Mutual board of trus-
on life policies to be bienially appor- tees On March 28 last, in which the
tioned, credited and certified to the trustees pledged the company "to
holders of such policies. I confram its plans and contracts to
Second—The repeal of the so-called, such provisions of law as may be en-
reciprocal or retaliatory tax laws.
Third—The repeal of the valued 
acted by the legislature of the state
o New York.
policy laws. 
f
Fourth—The creation in each state 
In speaking of the unwillingness ef
the Mutual to conform ts, the French
of the office of fire marshal. , law and to set aside a big reserve for
Fifth—Stricter incorporation laws
in the several states, with particular!
reference to the capital stock and
stockholders' obligations in insurance
companies.
Sixth—The enactment of a federal,
statute forbidding the use of the mails }
to persons associations, copartner-
ships or corporations conducting any
kind of insurance business in the ,
United States who are not licensed to
transact such business by the states in
'which such persons, associations, co- ,
summed up in the following
Recommendations:
First—That the insurance commit-
tee be directed to draft and report to
the next annual meeting of the asso-
ciation a -bill that shall safeguard the
interests of the life insurance corn-
investment in that country with which
to do business exclusively in France
Mr. McClintock said that if that sys-
tem was adopted it would make the
Mutual a sort of federated organiza-
tion. Each country would require a
separate organization and in each
country a separate dividend would be
paid. He added:
"We have not been able to see how
we could do business in that way. I
do not say it cannot be done; we
simply have not got that far in our
partnerships or corporations are dom-. understanding of the mutual life in-
iciled, or under whose laws any such surance problems."
corporations are created. j Maurice Untermyer, who has been
Seventh—The enactment of a fed- in Europe furthering the plane of the
seal statute providing for the super- 1 organization of the international poi-
vision of interstate transactions an in- . icy holders' committee, returned to
5111'1n:ice. his office yesterday He said that he
I was nos yet prepared to make public
MC" anything regarding his work abroad
England's PriVosal.
New York. Aug 14 —Emory
WILL SPEND WEEK
IN GUARD CAMP
Czar and His Family to Take a
Chance of Being
St. Petersburg, Aug. 14.—Despite
the attempt on the life of Grand Duke
Sicholas, on August to, at Krasnoe-
Selo, the emperor, accompanied by
his family and the major portion of
the court has gone to Krasnoye-Selo
to spend a week at the guards camp.
Six additional guard regiments have
gone to the camp from St. Peters-
burg, and She most rigid precautions
have been taken to protect the safety
of the emperor during this stay at
Krasnoye-Selo.
The railroad station at St. Peters-
burg is hcavily guarded, and no
civilians are allowed to leave there
for Krasaoye-Selo, except after being
fully identified. A grand review is
scheduled for August os after which
the imperial family will go to Tsar-
skoe-Selo instead of returning to
Peterhof, although some off the
papers report that it is the intention
of the iniperia! family to immediately
go by sea to Livadii, in the Crimes
and spend the autumn there.
REPUBLICANS WILL
STAND "PAT."
--i"--tgreisantan Sherman and President
Go fever Congressional Cam,
pa i gn Book.
Oyster Ray, Aug i4.—When Rep-
scsentative Shsrman, chairman of the
repaiblican congressional committee
left Sagamor• Hill yesterday he said
that while he had gone over the con-
gressional campaign with the Presi-
dent thoroughly, the principal object
if 'his ViRit was to review the cam-
paign teespook which R to be issued
next week.
"The book will be a stand pat docu-
ment with word pictures of the record
of the ,republicau party and reasons
why that party 5ould 'be kept in pow-
er," saidl M. Sherman.
Mr. Sherman epoke appreciatively
of the president's interests and assist-
ance in the campaign. The (maple,
he said, was good. "Of course," he
remarked. "the republicans are not
going to retain all the seats they now
have in the house, but we will re-
main in actual control of the sixtieth
congress. That we are sure of.
"At the last election we hied Presi.
dent Roosevelt on the ticket and no
real democrat against him.. For this
reason we carried a number of strict-
ly democratic districts that We had no
metre right to time some one besides
the president had to Sagamore Hill
While we expect to loie soave of
these districts, the republics* stem-
bets who hold them now are confi-
dent in event instance of their re-
election."
FRISCO LOSSES
Meg REPUDIATED
German Company Decides Not to Pay
Liabilities Resulting From
Fires.
San Francisco, CaL, Aug. t4.--The
Rhine and Moselle. Insurance Com-
pany of Germany hair decided that it
will not pay its $3.000,000 of liabili-
ties arising frail the frre. A cable-
gram to that effect was received to-
day by General Manager Mathis ef
the home office. The company does
not carry an earthquake clause, and
it is presumed at the local office that
the head officials are putting forth the
pita of "an act of Providence."
Manager Mathis, it Is said, has made
great efforts to have his company pay
the claims of policy IslaWallaR Particu-
larly the smaller, destitute ones. He
said the cablegram was not clear, and
the .has. demanded a more spacifee-ta------
Ply.
PROTECTION NEEDED
AGAINST UNCLE SAM
Paris Paper's Comment on the Mon-
roe Doctrine in South America.
Paris, Aug. 14.—The Temps Mart-
dais devoted a lead.ng article to
Secretary Root's speech in South
America and the Monroe doctrine. It
says:
"Latin America feels the aced of
guarantees against the United States
as well as against Europe. The Mon-
roe doctrine protects the republics
against the United States."
The Temps says that Brazil favors
the United States owing to its coffee
all rubber exports, adding:
"But it is to be hoped that the
Brazifiaa 'statesmen will sot sacrifice
Pan-Americanism to Monroeisat. ex-
cept compatibly with what the Latin
repub/es owe to Europe and ewe to
their own 'destinies."
WOMAN FREED
FROM PRISON
AFTER YEARS OF RESTRAINT
MADAME DIS DE BAR IS
AGAIN FREE.
Ticket of Leave Is Given the Famous
Spirituakstc Medium Who
Swindled Many People.
London, Aug: 1.4.—Ann
Dise Debar, who, under the name of
Laura Jackson, was sentenced on De-
cember 20, TOOT. to seven years' Penal
servitude kr connection with an im-
moral cult known as the "Theocrat-
ic Unity." of whi-c----her reputed-hus-
band Theedloce Jackson, was the
bead i has been liberated frorn Aylec-
u.ry prison under ticket of leave
baring obtained the ntinimem of sem
tettee iser good behavior.
Mine. Diss Debar has been. known
under snarly names in the United
States and Great Britais, but her
greatest notoriety was achieved as
the perpetrator of a so-called spirit-
itafistic deception by which Luther
R. 'vfiars'i of New York was, in his
old ape, stripped of his fortune he
had aeceirmilated in• the practice of
law. Thetiads claiming to he the
dated/Kee of Rine Louis I of Bavaria
and Lola Vontez, she was in fact
the daughter of Prof. John C. F. Salo-
man, pace of Wlaaehington and later
of Louisville. Ky.
She became the wife of Gen. Joseph
f. Diss Debar in the seventies, and
later traveled about the country rep-
reseatine hereelf as the personifica-
tion of occult powers and the reveal-
er of hidden truths. epiritualistic and
oltervriae. and in this way, while liv-
ing IN Washington Square, New
York. she met Marsh and by means
of alleeeil spirit manifestations and
spirit-painted pictures, so infatuated
him that he gave her large sums of
money aid deeded to her hie home in
Madiewn avenue. About this time
Gen. Nies Debar left the adveatur-
ess. who went to live at the Marsh
borne, .aesel also laUed apartments at
Whiciti site aficiatect as a priestess of
spirituality, and won greater notori-
ety..
Suit was brought to slinw her up
as an impeeter. and she was charged
with conspiring to defralui Marsh
Her trial resulted in her conviction
and she wee sentenced to a term of
isoannsest. On her release sne
.1s4v7iX tia ire. then returned to this
country, :ed steam to the Weet, got
into mere dificultnee through her rep-
resentatiame of bogus epiritualism
Midler Mee name of Vera P. Ara she
fell int• the handle of the Chicago
who sent her to the peniten-
tiary at Jodie( for two years. Re-
leased frees that isistitutiose, she mar-
tied Was J. McGowan in ift95 at Chi-
cago. W. McGowan. like Marsh
was a mass of weal*. but this did not
deter her from the practice of fraud
In Ike, she was run out of New Or-
leans with Theodore Jac-.on, whose
wife else then was. A year later they
turned up in Cape Town, South Af-
rica, where Mime. 'Dies Debar called
herself Itelana and Jackson hiraeelf
Iforos. faocultinin and hypnotic per-
lormances were the order there, and
one of her Sabilre African dupes., a
weelthy contractor. gave his money to
Vie woman% to eetablisis a eolosy of
brotherly leve. Soon after the pair
went to Lonees, where they promot-
ed the Theocratic organiration,
scandals is connection with which led
to her arrest in 9epternher. Igoe The
trlial, which continued at intervals
through three months, developed facts
of such a loallitionee eharacter that
several of the Teclee paper, e
etf from their ealuenee silt reports of
the proceedings in court.
Mr. Justice (timeless* summed up
strongly waists tie priseners. say-
ing it who sliffietilt as e•ecare of
more revolters, and atressisakie con-
duct than that whiele had bees attrib-
uted to *ern. The jury quickly re-
turned a verdict of "nifty, wheiceptan
the justice sentenced Jettison to fif-
teen years' penal servitude, and his
reputed wife te se••• years' primal
servitude.
Excursion Rattes Via. the southern
Railway from Lostisvlle.
—
Denver. Ciilisrale Siir.nrs
eblo. Col.—$36oes On safe
Septemher loth. with return
October arse
and Pit-
daily to
limit of
Ashville. N. C.--$55.95. Oa sale
daily the year remind, gee* returning
within six miontic
Low Ifsenseieekers rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points in the southeast, west and
scnithewst On first and third Tues-
days of each month, June te Novein-
ber inclusive.
For additional informatios. tickets
etc., call on any agents of *e South-
ern Railway sir addrsis,
P. I_OGAN, T. P. A., iii East
3fairt - street. Lexington Kr
C. M. InftUNGTORtiPRII, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville. Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., X. G. V. A., St
Louis, M. '
v •
AN INDIAN
GIRL'S ROMANCE
NOW PROPOSES TO REFORM
THE DRESS OF SISTER
SQUAWS.
The Beautiful Wife of Shoshone
Chief to Unckrtake Such
a Crusade.
Leandee, Wyo., Aug. 14.—The wife
of Dick Wlaehakie, chief of the Sho-
shone Indians. who is asknowledged
to 'be the most beautiful squaw on
the Wind River reservation, is going
to try to induce the members of her
tribe e to _dreeezes_. white folk do and,
abandoning the habits and custonits
which leave been handed. down to
them by savage ancestors, to behave
and live as white folk do.
She herself still wears the dress of
an .Indian .squaw,, is still addicted to
the habits of het savage ancestors.
and still observes their customs, but
she is. nevertheless, in favor of re-
form in the dress, habits and cus-
toms of her people and will make a
strenuous fight for it.
Nor is that fight likely to be en-
fuely unavailing. Mts. Dick Waasha-
kie is. the acknowledged leader of so-
ciety on the. Wind River reserva-
tion. Her red sisters are disposed
to yield to and follow her in mat-
ters of dress and in. other matters af-
fecting their daily life, and if she in-
sists upon their doing a certain thing
it is not improbable that they will do
it. Her red brothers on the reserva-
tion entertain a very high opinion of
the chief's good-looking wife, too, and
are disposed to comply with any re-
quest she may make of them.
Reigns u Belle Among People.
Mrs. Washakie was a great belle
among her people before he was
married. Her husband an uncom-
monly handsome Indian, had to fight
a duel in order to win Her fere his
wife. When he began paying court
to her—that was before is father
"Old Ohief" Washakie. was dead—an-
other young Shoshone brave. Eagle
Eye, had won her content to become
his bride.
The fact that Waehakie was the
eldest son of the old chief made it
very difficult if not somewhat dan-
gerous for her to reject him, but she
was a girl of great candor and cour-
age, and she told. him that she could
not love or marry him since she had
given her heart to another men. Wa-
ehakie was not to be put off, how-
ever. and he finally told her that if
'he did riee marry him he would end
his life by throwing himself into the
Big Wind river.
Thio declaration of a purpose to
eortunit suicide frightened the girl
She caled Eagle Eye to her side
and had the matter frankly before"
him. He adtritted that it would be a
grave, offense to cause the death of
old Crife Wachakie's eldest son, yet
he argued that it would be better to
let him end his life than to spare him
at the. cost of breaking their hearts.
71weetens Fe Chiefs life.
' "I will kill him myself rather than
let hem carry you off to his wiewere,"
declared Eagle Eye hotly.
"Would you fight for me?" sudden-
ly asked the maiden.
"Fight ftir your he asked, "yes,
would lay down my life for you."
"Then wait," said she.
td. When young Washakie came to
ed. When young Waashakie came to
see her the next day she told him
she could not marry him.
"You do not love me as Eagle Eye
does," Ole aeid. "He would lay down
his fife for me."
"And so would I lay down my life
for you," said the future chief war1,1-
ly.
"Then you and eagle Eye meet
fiteht for me.' /he sand.
It was arranged that youeg We-
silakie and Eagle Eye should fight
a dad. thia victor to tate the maiden
to wife. They arises, before sunrise
ere Insight 'morning and rode out up-
on he plain. accompanied by the In-
dies maiden and, two young braves.
All ef them, were sworn to secrecy.
Eagle Eye Falls in Duel.
Wate&rnie a.nriTi-grie-rfe—were each
moileted. on a cerise end each car-
ried, a rifle. They turned and rode
their. ceyuses in opposite directions
until tee yards lay between *eine
and then turned and face* each oth-
er.
At a signal from tile maiden there
was a simultaneous report of tyre
ride* and Rag*, Rye fell from his
saddle with a bullet through the %only!
Waehaktie was entotiehed
"I suet snerry the chief's eon." qui-
etly •Air) the maiden .goieg to her
is/minded lover and taking his head
in her lap. Eagle Fee was badly
hurt !dint he did not die. Soon after
the sleet Dick Waeshakie took to wife
the 2cknowledee4 belle of the Sho-
similes. and Eagle Eye Was one *f
those who witnessed he marriage
ceremeay.
Frocination of Iffucder.
It leas }peer remarked in connec,tfon
with this particular crime that '"libe.-•
is fisentiaatine is a (01121 imarder," mad
I Ike essicessisie is a little it
Another Weeklof
SPECIAL
•
FIER.E ARE BARGAINS THAT B ROOK NO DELAY, SINCE THE
QUALITIES AR, IN MANY CASES AS SMALL All THE
PRICES. 
.1.
Linen Lawn Special
GOOD LINENS HAVE A STANDARD OF VALUE AS FIRM AS
GOLD; 'YET WE CAN LOWER PRICES BY FOREGOING OVR
LEGITIMATE PROFIT. WE HAVE DONE IT, BY OFFERING--
A LINEN LAWN, FULL YARD WIDE AND ALL LINEN AT
59 CENTS PER YARD.
A Deep Cut in Waists
FALL WAISTS HAVE COMMENCED TO COME{ SO WE HASTEN
OUT OUR WHITE WASH WAISTS BY NAMING PRICES
THAT ARE SURE TO SELL. $1.00 WAISTS REDUCED TO 65
CENTS. 61.5o WAISTS REDUCED TO 85 CENTS.
Skirts Reduced
A LOT OF SKIRTS FROM LAST FALL AND LAST SPRING,
GOOD STYLES AND GOO D QUALITIES HAVE RAD
THEIR PRICES MARKED D OWN.
Es.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO I2.00..
$5.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO 3.00 AND $4.00.
$7.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO $5.00.
Ixo.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO 06.00.
Wash Goods Reduced
A BIG LOT OF LAWNS AND B ATISTE, OUR REGULAR 15C
QUALITIES HAVE BEEN RE DUCED IN PRICE TO roC PER
YARD. LOTS OF GOOD ST YLES AND PATTIORNII.
Tan Hose
YOU CAN HAVE THE CHOICE OF ANY OF OUR 25C
HOSE, BOTH LADIES' AND CHILDREN 17d PLAIN
LACED WORK, FOR Joe PE PAIR.
TAN
AND
L. B. Ogilvie Of Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Awes at* Sir Wets( riels Pastestis
Subecesbe- for ttio DilLIMEATiOR. Three moody& fee vriest7-§we eents•
truth. Is it an ugly fascination
is still not very far frem themighty
which we do wrong to submit? It Us I
perhaps kin to the fascination of the
cobra, whose victims gaze at the
swaying eyes of her hood to be
struck senseless be poieonous fangs
they never suspected. There can be
no doubt that for tome who gaze
poison waits behind the fascination.
To some it happens much too often,
There is an attraction in the very re-
voltingness of the details of a vio-
lent and bloody crime. What is
to the great majority the one thing
that is detestable to think about, the
one sight which it would be horrible
to see, is to tie* the sight to be
seen and the thought to darn upon
—From the London
Water Company Ealjo.ned.
Vicksburg, Miss., Aug. se --Bryson
St Dabney, attorseys for a number
of water consumers, tod ysecured
an injunction hese Chaneellor Gar-
land Lyll at Jacheon. preventing the
water company 'rest shuttng off the
water supply to the consumers in
queSt ion.
The Register. PO feats .per week
611 TRW
YOUR CORRLSPONDLNCE
BY USING 'ME
OW,
TYP[WRIT[11
4 5aves 25 per Gent, of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
•••••••••• r • • - •Nr- •
aissim•—•..-•,--••-.011111.••••••••••
Umlerwood Typewriter Co.,
2.41 aftettalFeallY, NW, YORE.
WAN MP FlIDWOTH STABST, LOUISVIIAJS,
BLSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
courcea in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial la w, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
Cal or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
B.Michael Pawnbroker
The Only Licensed
MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond--one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Braceie ts, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.
_gents on.doilars for ten days. azz BROADWAY.
Don't forget the Place. Nettilii-Lang's drug store.
53
WINDOW
,
PHANE...
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS 'MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM, IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Leo, 315 hay.
1144
Before Trading Your "
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILE IAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N girds Fifth street they can a Ave yoti
money, and take your old wheal i a exchange. WE WANT AN UN- .
LIMYrED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and ever7.
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished fcr any make of wheel. &aped
machinists in our repair shop. All e•ri guaranteed.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of het weaeher and weeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come oae some al and hear hie musc at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only lasing machine, r.ot only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zineephorxe talking assehisea
from $t• to Szoo put within the roach ef the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
— Leading Machine of the Workl-
Remember my records for sale are Ca. 35c, lo in. 6oc. 12 in.
$5.00.
We have high cease operatic rimer& tram 8r.00, $2.00, $3.00,
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading eyes* singers from Addalena
Patti, Mk-scale Sesembriols, Cacaos* and Sourate and Gazorz and
a geese away other celebrated artiste of this kind.. I will play any
piece hire purchasing it, se you eon site that it is perfect. . We
don't seceded hand sagadie or s/ niserchs,. Every machine is
guara nt•iid and Ivory record is pueblo and new. We don't give
discounts nor CM'S in PRICE*. We carry a full stock of
needs., sod we will repair your %relies soeleisise at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in empleinkesg the meelasnism of yoir Zone-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest omit keen ragtime t* the
most celebrated operas, and frees die gyeateet bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orebestria Meru. My concerts wil be
from 7 p. m. to is p. ra.. N. p Woes Owed twice and we play
from 7s to Too pieces every night. illenttatiter that you sin buy
the Victor machinist, it is se trouble but a pleasure. We will tido
pleasicsere in showing you shoat either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also sore of records. " -*I
I remain your talking mask.se gelgeol
PIN 11111.111TO,
forget it. 6•6 S. OS.
T91111 IPALSINS 16411110110111pWadstok
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PREVENTION OF
TYPHOID FEVER
LETTER OF ADVICE ISSUED
BM STATE HEALTH
BOARD.
Bedvoidance of This Dread Disease
Learnedly Placed Before
the People.
To the Health Official's, Physicians
and. People of Kentucky: This board
_again feels it to lee a duty to ea41 the
earnest attention of our health au-
steeri+iee end people to the increas-
ing prevalence and mortality from ty-
phoid' fever and to the consequent
growing importance of the constant
use of methods endorsed and con-
firmed by scientific research and ob-
servation for the prevention of „the
disease. ThieWeen thousand% three
hundred and five cases of this disease
end t,579 deaths were reported in
Kentucky last year, chiefly confined to
people in the prime of life and useful-
vie. The cost of carj,pg for those
sick of it, to sey nothing of the sor-
row, suffering and loss of life, for
the year, is reported as brine $963.750.
Typhoid fever is probably the most
preventable of all diseases, not even
excepting smallpox. It is now defin-
itely known) that, like choker and dr-
entery, the germs of the disease are
contained only in the dischargec from
the bowels end kidneys of those sick
of it, and that it is necessary for a
person to swallow grime of such dis-
charges, or things polluted by them
in «wire way, in order to contract the
disease. They usually gain entrance
to the system through infected water
frora wells or stream" draining inhab-
ited areas, and polluted by infected
fecal matter, or such matter may he
carried by flies and deposited on the
food. utensils and haands in unscreen-
ed kitcheps and dining room:, the
germ's may also he carried on the
hands of careless attendants, or on
soiled clothing ,or indirectly, by using
milk or other articles of uncooked
food or drink from cans and vessels
washed in infected water. Ice from
infected water ie also dangerous, as
it has been proven that freezing does
not kill the germs. A large volume
of water may be infected from one
.caee. and. if already polluted with or-
ganic matter. become' a ready cul-
ture fluid for the multiplication of the
germ. In the new noted epidemic
at Plymouth, Pa. involving the sick-
ness of t.te4 persons, and the death
of 1114. the outbreak was traced to the
use of water from a stream infected
by the discharge's from one imported
ease The recent disastrous epidemic
at Ithaca. New York. causing many
tteathe. and requiring the suepensien
of Cornell University, was tnaced
-the use ore public water supply sim-
ilarly infected.
On the other band. ,in the distress-
ing and fatal epidemic which clung to
our military camps at Chickamauga.
ramp Mead, Montauk Point. and
other places, during the Spanish-
'American war. /lies were found to be
the principal carrier' of the disease
"by the United States comeriesion ap-
pointed to investigate the origin of
the outbreaks. By the use of white
powder sprinkled over the discharges
in the latrines. thotteartele of these
bests were tracked direct from these
and found covering the food, hands
and utensils in the kitchens and nice%
roam of the common soldiers. Cul-
tures takes from the feet. legs., bills
sand intestines of these flies showed
the germs of typhoid lever in count-
less numbers. The kitchens and mess
rooms of the officers were screened
and they almost uniformly escaped
the disease. Other facts no lees con-
vincirg a% to both water and flies be
.ing carriers of this, disease might be
multiplied indefinitely, if space per-
mitted. In a smaller way. they must
be common in the experience of most
physicians in activie practice. -
Breed upon' the teachings of.. the
foregoing -facts, the, following rules
 trave ITffETT prewar-VIM are Tar the
guidance of all persons interested in
their own and the public health:
t. When it is known or suspect-
ed that a person has typhoid fever
he should be placed in a large, well
ventilated room, with the windows
and doors well screened., and such
preparation should he made from the
first day for the thorough and sysee-
matic disinfection of all diechargee
from the bowels and kiarteys as will
protect other members of the family
the attendants and the errrnmenity.
2. A solution of chloride of lime.
eight ounces to the gallon of water,
should be provided n quantity, and
a (meet Of this should be put in the
'bed pan or vessel each time before it
receives the discharges, and 'should
be well etirrefl and allowed to stand
tbe vessel at least an hour before it
is buried. An equivalent solution of
creelAn, or a thick whitewash made
from Ate fresh quicklime. may . be
!used in the same way when the chlo-
ride of lime can not be obtained, but
with these at least two hours will he
required to complete the elisinfee-
time
3. Soiled bed or brolly linen should
remain in the chlovide wf lime Rohl-
•
ion for art hour, and may then he
eafely put in the family wash. Soiled
paper or cloths used about the patient
should be immediately burned. At-
tendants should wash the hands fre-
quently, and the lips, and rinse the
Mouth always before eating. No one
should partake of any food which has
stood in the sick room. All of these
precautionis should be continued ua--
iril the recovery is cettatplete and until
dit diarrhoea has ceased.
4. Typhoid fever is not contagious
in the sense commonly understood)
and if the precautions above indicated
are faithfully and intelligently car-
ried out, a case may be treated in any
family or community with perfect
safety. If others have the disease
it will be because they were infect-
ed from the same source as the pa%
tient, or contracted it elsewhere. The
came precautions should' be observ-
ed in dysentery and all other diarrhea'
eigees•-•:, incleeine summer complaint
in children.
5. All well water and unfiltered wa-1
ter from rivers draining inhabited
areas, where typhoid fever and diar-
rheal diseases are likeley to occur at
any time, and milk stored in cans or
vessels washed in such water, should
be lnoked, upon as 'suspicious, and
should) always be boiled before it is
drunk' by any one not immune from
typhoid faver. In the absence of a
reliable, filtered, public water sleoniV
carefully collected and properly
stored., cistern water is safest.
6. The window!. and doors of all
dwelling houses, and especially of the
kitchen and dining room, should al-
ways he well screened, and the flies
actwally kept out. Unless this is done
a eareleesly menaged case of typhoid
fever, or other ciareheal disease, even
a mile or more away, may be a source
of danger on account of flies. As
mosquitoes are now known to be car-
riers of malaria, the same precau-
tions will protect from this poison
also.
The universal and effectual prac-
tice of the'se precautions would 're-
quire intelligent care and some ex-
pense. but would result in the practi-
cal disappearance of one of our most
common and fatal domestic pesti-
leaceie which is not only a disgrace
to our civilization, but an anntsal
scourge and tax upon the people of
Kentucky in comparison with which
yellow fever and cholera, plague and
other exotic diseases so feared by our
people sin*. into insignificance.
Copies of this circutar, land of
others in regard to the prevention of
consumption. diphtheria and scarlet
fever ,may be had by any one for free
dictribittion upon application to the
board at •Bovrlipg Greve
By order of the board.
J. M. MATHEWS, M. D.,
President,
J N. McCORMIACK. M. D..
Secretary.
BIGGEST OYSTER IN WORLD
Columbia River Produces Bivalve
With Shells Like Small BC:MM.
Mirwieapolis. Minn., Aug 14 —Ly-
ing upon the floor of a little shop at
34 Fifth street is the great twin
throne of the "king of oysters."
Hie majesty in the original state
ruled over the vast beds in ties tidal
waters of the Columbia river, where
the was by right of weight and of maj-
esty the absolute king of bivalve'. In
all the world where oysterci.haves been
known, from the wotvdlerful oysters of
Tleitain. enjoyed by the Romans
down to the little cove oyster theft
grew in a modest way around Fair
Haven. none has ever been known
that can compare with this great nye-
ter of the Columbia.
-How the upper and nether shells
chanced to come to Minneapolis is
wimple ao a story. A friend of Har-
riet W Whitted on leaving for the
coast promised to send her something
in the way of a novelty. Upon his ar-
ternl there he chanced to go
and while after a large fish in the tidal
river hooked on to a mammoth oy‘-
ter. It was a bivalve and it con-
tained a fine pearl. Nothing would
do but for him to investigate the came
bed, and whele , prodding 'with eat oys-
ter rake the next day the king of all
oystets was brought from hie home
The bivalve Nicla,s shipped to Min-
' , and es ten ese-41retteltetipped-
the scales at ninetY-eight end oree•
ter !steaks" was the hill of fare. '
The two huge shells are each about!
ft,s mesh tic one can lift from the;Ifloor, and a toy boat floats about on
water in tone of them. So it can safe-
ly he said. that Minneapolis ha
owned by one of it's eitizene, the 9 cll
of the king of the oyster'family.
per pair.
half pounds. The mammoth was We Will 3.11 
0..r,
NAILS, TACKS
roasted' in an oven that. though large you a
 
sample LIii OR GLASS
WOWT LIT
would just hold it. end the meat had , Pair for Only • OUT THE All
to be cut with e- carving knife. "Oy 1 
I (CASH WITH °IMES $4.1111)
NO MORE TRGULE FROM PUNCTURES.
LIKES TO SHOCK COMMUNITY
Eccentric Woman. Wbc;
Large Estate Drinks
Smokes.
Inherits
and
Stamford, Conn., Aug. t4.—The ec-
centric Miss. Giles Gamble MeClena-
than of New Canaan, who smokes cig-
arettes and was' found wandering
about the neighborhood at night clad
only in a timono, left everything'
by the will of her father, a wealthy
retired ,shoe manufacturer of New
York, wilt° died six week!) age.
Miss IfvfleClenothan and Ifer 
aged UM STILE 101IPA
few. inighte Before death and it
was said at the time that the injury
he received was serious. Before fis
death Mr. McClenahan made a state-
ment in which he said his daughter
had hurt him, but that she did not
intend to do so.
Under the teems of the will Mies
MicCleirahan is given the estate, val.
tied at $aoo,000, and life use of the
real property eogeither with the use
of so much of the principal as may be
necessary for her support.
She is about 36 years old and de-
lights in shocking the community in
which she lives She appears on the
streets' in loose wrappers, generally
smoking a cigarette. One night When
under one of her "spells" she sat on
the gate post of her home for hours
screaming and kicking the post. On
another occasion she went to a neigh•
hoes house, clad only in a ailk ki-
mono and a pair of slippers. When,
her knocks were not answered she
stuck hur arms through the glass
door. The neighbors) came finally
and Miss MeClerrahan kicked off her i
slippers, threw her kimono on the
veranda and started toward the vil-
lage.
DT. Scoville, the family physioian
'staid the woman was incapable of tak-
ing care of herself, that she drank
whisky and became a demon under
its influence. He will recommend
that she be placed in a sanitarium or
that guard's be detailed to watch her
in her home.
Her father was very fond of her
anti refused to send her away, saying
elle was al lhe had left.
WIFE-BEATING IN ARIZONA
Offender Must Stand to a Post Two
Hours Every Day.
Goldfield, Nev., Aug. 14.—Martin
German, convicted of wife beating
Was sentenced to stand tied to a post
in the public square for two hours ev-
ery day during the month of August.
On his breast will be suspended a
placard bearing the announcement
"Wife-Betataer." This will be the first
time that such a punishment has eve:'
been carried out in this state. There
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
its not a good brueh.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which-
ever you Refer
J. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENT/6T—
Truthart Salkung.
nionisote 
is a laweon the statute books ptovide
ing this penalty in such cases, but
it was thought to be obsolete until
the dlistnict attorney unearthed it the
other day.
May Try Municipal Ownership.
Mattoon, Ill., Aug. 14.—Municipal
ownership of the local water works
plant as a solution of the problem of
an adequate water supply for the city
of Mattoon is the recommendation
made to the city council by the cham-
ber of commerce after an exhaustive
investigation.
Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
WINN
Result of 15 year. experience in tire
making. Nis danger from TNORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife that., san
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two lisodred Tieuseed pain now In admit use. (Ner
listned7-flve Th•MTA pairs told last year.
CEN
•from any.
or on aity kind of gertru, until u have received our completeatIrmsea" ifj:is”tat•17 illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grad.bi es, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOSS
r !CBS and wonderful new offers made passible by selling from factorsdirect to rider with no niiddlemen's profits.
WY AMP ON APPROVAL mahout a crld &posit, Pay the Freight ant
allow IV Days Fro. Thal and malt other liberal terms which no othethouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much veto
able information by simple, writing us • postal.
We need a Mahe Arms in every town and can offer an opportune,to maim money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N fiL 0Y
Praia, $
T Is ALL IT WILL OOST YO0to write for our big FIRZZ BICTel.11 catalogueshowing the most complete line of Iiisil-gradeISICYCLICS. TIMID; and SUNDHIK.B at rtu(-7.ii•
=LOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT Emir A BICYCLE
father were engaged in a scale
Fiffird
Nothse the thick robber tre;1:1
"A" and pawner, strips "
and "0„" also rim strip "H"
So prevent rim matting. This
tips will outlast an; MI=
saalro—ROFT, ELASTIC
SASE RIDING. 
• I
it Made fa all sites. It is lively and may riding, very durable and lined in,ide
a al quality of rubber. whack never bersessee porous and which closes up small puncturesbrut allowing the lit to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
than their Hies have only been pumped tip onee or twice in • week season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary ere, the puncture resisting qualities being given by meetsl layers or thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Beck" sessabon commouly felt when riding on asphalt
Or sift roads ia aversosne by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all sir from tieing
squeezed out between the tire and the road thnseveramilow, all suction. The regular price of these
tires is al se per pair, Mt farr advertising purposes we are =Kitbag • modal factory price to the ride('
of slily* le 'per pair. en order, shipped mme day letter is received. We ship COD. on appromL
Tau d• ant pay a cent until you have examined and found Oman strictly as represented.
'f ., will ethos, a oath dlosoant as per cent fthereity makimg the price 04.58 per pair) if you send
. WASIK WITH ORTIBIl and embalm this advertisement. we will also send one nickel
;117/ team hand pump and two Bantpoou metal puncture closers on MI paid-orders (these metal
closers to be used in ease of istatational knife cuts Sr heavy gashes). Thil• to be reternedrtbuf*. If Istr any mama they are not satisfactory es ezaasimat a.
vee are witty relieete and mosaraent us is as safe as in • bask. Ask your Postmastee,
Sege tares, ypu will lad that they will ride sr, rim faster, wear hotter, last longer as.tt_epi
aceSaiskm, :pram or Freight Agoot or the of thb paper AMA II& If yon order • pair al
Soar tn affy tire you have ever used or yam at any priee. We knew that VIM will be so wall
Chat san you went a bicycle you will give as your order. We want you to mead us • sissavi7rM
ardor mace, hence this reasweaute tire dr.,
WO 
-8111141113, tenet til the Nerds tie are sold try us at half thamuith
ballf-wzierbeela. saddles. pedals, parts and repairs, apt
wham charged hay dialers and repair= es Witt for our big IftrNDAT eata .
an 8897. wAir but write us a pseud today. DO NOT 'FIJI or Bovistog
bicycle for • pair of Oros from seysise *Mil you 'mow the new air
twonderibl gams we am leakier it only mats • postial Oa Nara evamytkiag. Waite it NOW.
Ileptss"J 1111CW% Ilk
50 CENTS INSTEAD OF $1.50
Three Books Um- the Price of One
THE LATEST AND BEST COPYRIGHT NOVELIC
The Man Between—Amelia E. Barr's greatest work, "A book destined toshake the ciercial and? fashion .1)!€ world to it ;ititnilations."—ChicagoTribune.
The -lay Evelyn—Max Pemberton's tr.3.,t charnrne romance.
"Not a dull line in the whole aoek. A clearreing rernauce and baf-fling inyiteiy."—New York World.
The Rock in the Baltic—Robert Bar'rs magnificiant novel.
"Far and away the best work of this talented author."—St. LouisPost
-Dispatch.
iLti
Remember, the edition of the above books is limited They can be had
only at OUT store and they are the regular $1.50 books.
HARBOUR'S)BOOK:DEPARTMENT
-
EDGAR W . 3W-1i ir :.‘r i...etv-qVI ORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
AD=HREAL ESTA a,. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM L !SAS%LY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 1181rFERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRE an
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
ir.Da.R W. WNITTEMOICE 5.1eutWealk.Ms
4100-1. 
ahliemirraiA>a,vAihithis>po
E E. COULSON,
.HP INNS.
Steam and Hot Water Heatinv.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
INSURENWITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office. 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Mattil9 Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
180 S..'TEIRD STREET: PADUCAH,,KY
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price 5co Cents Per Box,
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
PhOSIthateS
.4 ARE GOOD, OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
MERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY,
TIM. vie-
•
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion ott of Pao:locale
$8inn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & Mori
It is a trip of pleasure, cornfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eacig
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, 'superintendent; Frank L.
Prown, agent.
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRCP TO CAIRO, party
of five or ever $1.93 each, without
meals; $2.0o with meals.
Good music on aN the boats. Foe
urther particulars see
1 S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agentor. GIVEN FOWLDR, City PaoliAgent Plfooe is. 41 , a
THE REOISTER 
anduntohte,tch(emnrignhyts roafn
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporataed.)
At Register Building, 523 Broadwa
y
JAMES E. WILHELM, P
resident
JOHN WILHELM, 
Treasurer
RossiErr S. WILHELM, Secretary
••••
Entered at the Postce of Paado-
call, Ky., as seccned-class mail ma
tter.
One Year
Six Months 
Three Months 
One Week 
$5.oe
2.50
1.25
.e•
Anyone failing to moeive this paper
regularly should, report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Giunberland 312.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge.
We are authorized to annownce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the, ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thureday, September
20
Wednesday Morning, August 15, 1906
Regarding Double Fares.
The News-Democrat, a corporation
N,sheet in vine1-t.le e president of th \c e
Paducah Traction ompany is 2
stockholder, rushes to the defense of
that company which in flagrant viola-
tion of its franchise has ordered it'
conductors to collect double fa-e
from children not supplied with
tickets. That paper asks the public
to submit t• this outrage and permit
it to dictate to the city. The frar.
chise requires the traction company
to carry children at half fare and un-
til she new oompany bought out the
job lest of franchise grabbers in Padu-
cah the children were carried for
half fare. Now the company insists
that children who wish to avail
theniselyes of the lawful rate as laid
down in the franchise must come to
the cisuipasto's office and provide
themselves with tickets.
If a father or mother living a mile
or two from the company's office
concludes to take the children down
in town or across town, they must
either go to the company's office
and get tickets or pay double fare for
the children.
Just such insolence as this by the
Brooklyn !tepid Transit company
Someday is refusing to obey the law,
i
precipitated at, riot ta which thous-
ands 0 4 perste-els were throon from
the cars until the police began arrest-
ing the thugs hired by the street
railway to force the people to sub-
mit to the high handed outrage. The
Paducah News-Democrat true to its
roaster whines at the feet of the
traction company and asks the people
of this city to suffer themselves to be
held' up by the tramioa company.
Who is the higgest? The people of
Paducah, or a handfed of men who
arc operating a street car line in this
city? The general council has in-
.structed the stayer to see that the
terms of the franchise are complied
with; the mayor has notified the
officials (*if Cie trecti•oa company to
obey the provisions of 16* franchise.
The coneilio is on; either the mayor
and general council govern this city
or the traction company wir govern
it. The News-Democrat asks that
the tractOn company he not dis-
turbed in theta- ceases t• override the
mayor and genes! council.
Why does the _ traction comoleY
object to obeying the franchise? The
only possible reason is that the con-
ductors would steal from the com-
pany. If the traction company has
in its employ men who will steal.
- those men will Anil a way to steal
full fares. It is the business of the
traction company to employ none bet
honest men, but of men ,eteal from the
company that is no reason why the
company should he permitted to steal
from the public, which it does every
time it forces a child between five and
twelve years a age to pay a five
cent fare. ,
If the tractioo company has the
oght and power to say that the half
fare provision Oi of aim elect *Why
has not the mayor or any citizen the
the same right to say the section
making the life of. the 'franchise
twenty yeses ia of n• effect? Is the
franchise mad', an inttrument to
establish the rights of the company
..,..••••••••••• •  •
 • • •••••• Irma ..•••••rar..•••••••••••••••• •••••••
1 **Well ••• • ial•WONNISagig••••••••••111•••••••••• ...U
M. ••••• ••••••••••......1......•••••••••••• •••••••••.
...••••••••••.._..
t fheer 
public?
children
t• jeay double fare where they have
no tickets, why can o not force all
paesengers to pay double fare where
they have no tickets? If the com-
pany has the right to do the one,
it has the right to do the other.
The service the company may give,
or may not give, does not enter into
the ques on, attifougloio-is the-en—
census of opinion in Paducah that the
service is not up to that of the old
(timpani, and the corporation and its
mouth pieces are always telling of
what it intends .to do. The public
wants less pronises and more ac-
.
ti on.
When the News-Democrat says in
every city the conductors collect fill
fare from children without tickets, it
delfiberately decei'ves its readers. The
mayor of Paducah when in Cinc'n-
nati a few weeks ago boarded the
cars of that city with several of his
nieces and nephews and paid
their fares in cash. He was charged
half fare only for the children. But
what other cifes might do or might
not do has nothing to do with th
people of this city and the traction
company. The franchise specifically
defines the rights of both parties and
the traction company has no right
whatever to charge children double
fare under any circumstances, and a
refusal to pay its demands fol'owed
by an ejectment from the car of any
child lays the company liable to
damages.
PoLal Honesty.
While much is being said about
hone.ct election the Nashville Banner
goes a step further and calls attention
to political honesty and makes the
timely point that if the men in charge
of the party machinery' are honest
that it will go a long way towards
having honest elections, and inspire
the confidence, of the people in the
organization. The Banner says:
"Confidence Is a potent and indis-
pensable factor in business prosperity
and confidence is just as necessary
for the best results in politics. We
need a 104 •of political confi-
dence Sc ,pon a substantial
basio, and the safe basis of political
confidence is the trustworthiness of
men placed in office_ Personal confi-
dence is essential in every department
of human activity. An engine or ma-
chine of any sort may be perfectly
constructed and depended upon to do
its work accurately and thoroughly
but the nn who guides and controls
it must be trustworthy, else the ma-
chine may go disastrously wrong
There writer be sonic political ma-
chinery or organization, but for the
rigtht working of this machinery we
most depend upon the men who con-
trol it. If the men who are in charge
of party organization are above po-
litical wrongdoing the party ma-
chinery need not be feared and we
may confidently expect the discour-
agement and prevention of election
from*.
"We hear a great deal more about
the necessity of nominating and elect-
ing the best and most trustworthy
men to public office, and this should
he a constant and invperative demand
- mom the part of the public, but it fol-
lows that it is, quite as necessary to
'have the best and most truetworthy
men in charge of the political ma-
chinery of every party in every local-
ity. Every man who is officially con-
nected with a party organization
should he a man who not only will
not stoop to the perpetration of any
kind of election frauds or irregulari-
ties, but who will also exert himself
to prevent any such frauds even in
the interact of his own party. When
the organization of one party pro-
motes honest election, in every way
possible, and frowns epos any nt-
tempted irregularity among its own
party worlaerc, it is in a position to
insist upon honest roethods by the
other party, and will not he content
•_allow. election_ frauds conmitied by
the other party to go unpunished.
"This is a phase of election reform
which should haVe the consideration
of the people in every commonity.
While they strive to secure the nomi-
nation and, election of the hest avail-
able men for legislative and all other
offices, they should 'strive to select
the hest and most trustworthy men
for party delegates as the delegations
in convention assembled establish- the
party organization and put its ma-
chinery in operation."
Who are to fill the vacanoies in the
council board and the board of educa-
tion occurring is November? What
is the meter with "Vox Populi,"
"Many Friends" "The Voters," etc.
that they are not hustling? It is not
long until ,the primary must make
selection'.
The corporation organ seems to !a
bor under the impression that the half
fare only applies to school 'children
mit daring the school term. The
•••
fare to be charged children bete/elle ' I 
RACKET
#e
times and for all children between ,
those ages, whether they are school
children or not. 
STOREs and la _zearst_of age is fixed lor all 
1
I-Holt
Benefits of Municipal Ownership. ,
"Unitedl States Consul Wlakefield
A dispatch from Washington says:14.
at Orillia, Canada, in a report to thel
department of commerce and labor!
states _that tho_431.1.1nicipal electric
plant at that place is a success.
"The power is developed twenty
miles distant and is sold so factories
at $16 per horse power per annum
lIkimination is furnished at the rate
of g cents per week per 16-candle-
power land for incandescent lights."
The rate for power is about 25 per
cent of what consumers are charged
in Paducah. A 16-candlepower light
Orillia costs the consumer $1.04 a
year. The same light in Paducah
costs the consumer 85 cents a mianth
or $10.20 a year .or just ten times as
much ats under municipal ownership
in the Canadian city.
CUT-GLASS IN LOG HOTEL.
Remarkable Ranch House Conducted
In Wyoming Wilds.
Lander, Wyo., Aug. to.—A little
one-story. six-room log ranch house
in. Wyoming, with sage brush- land
stretching away from it in all direc-
tions and with onlys a lumbering
mountain stage coach drawn by four
horses connecting it with the outside
world, has in it more and finer cut
glass, china and silver than any oth-
er house, public or private, in this
state.
Arapahoe boasts not near fifty souls
all told. But the traveler going by
stage. from Lander to Shoshone will
find its ranch house an uncommon-
ly good one at which to may over-
night, for Mrs. 'Becker. its pracioue
hostess, does not spend all her mon-
ey on ornaments for her table. She
always makes enough to pay the sal-
aries of two first-rate Chinese cooks
and to supply her table with
Ninny ranch holoo., look neither
more nor less inviting from the out-
side than does this one. Dirt, poor
food, tracked dishes. wretched ser-
vice and insufferably had beck com-
pose the accommodations. The trav-
eler is agreeably surprised, then, when
he findis the wealth of cut glass, china
and silverware which graces Mrs.
Becker's table, excellent service, v-
very delicacy that a city market af-
fords, cearmliness everywhere, ealy
chairs and couches ,bed fresh and
comfortable, and an atmosphere of re-
finement.
Mrs. Becker's cut glass. china and
silverware are the pride and the de-
light of Arapahoe and of all the
countryside around about it Even
the Indians who have got a glimpse
of them regard them with a sort of
proprietary intercom. Not tong ago
Mrs. Becker sent an order to New
York for $toop worth of cut Rhos arid
that ;tool worth is not all she has
Besides her valuable collection of cut
glass, china and silverware, Mrs
Becker has many hundred dollars'
worth of Navajo blankets and Indian
curios. She made an army officer'e
wife a gift of five or six hundred dol-
tore' worth of blankets and curios re-
cently and thought nothing of it. She
is a western woman and doe, things
in a western way
Not long ago Mrs. Becker gave a
peaty at her ranch house to which
she invited some of the hest and best
known folk in Lander and army of-
ficers and their wives from Fort Wa-
shakie. It was a unique society func-
tion. Each of the numerous guests
went home from it with a costly gift
from the hostess. One young lady
was given a saddle, another a beau-
tiful and costly souvenir moon with
an elk's tooth set in the handle, and
the rthere received. gifts ootally val
Thie remarkable woman, who has
mode a snug fortune out nr a little
ranch 'hollow in the wiMls of Wyoming
is educated, refined and accomplished
atoll there iA not a, more gracious host-
ess in the state than she. This keep-
er of a ranch house has gowns that
would attract attention in any large
city.
So wide has become the fame of
Trec-kiri—rat-11-c TheitPie znd
great its popularitty that a handeonie
addition is being built.
DESERT CORN FOR MELONS
More Money Made From Juicy Fruit
Say Oklahoma Farmers.
Lawton. Okla.. Aug. i4.—The great
watermelon shipping station of the
southwest is Cement. Okla., a *mall
town on (he Frisco railroad. thirty
miles east of Lawton. The shipping
of this season's crop began two
weeks ago and to date 120 Cars have
been shipped. to Kansas City, St
Louis andl Denver. Before the sea,
son closes more than soo cars will
have been shipped. In a radios of a
few miles of CbMient there are 700
acres planted in melons this yeat The
average production to the were is 500
melons, or about half a carload:
The melons placed. on the track at
Cement bring the producers an aver-
age of $5o per acre. At this fate
Were will be shipped from that point
Ohio year 3so,000 Melons that will
• Oinismamis._
+44+++.1.+++.1.4•1+44+ I i 
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Unusual
Purchase
Unusual
Sale
OUR THREE "CLEANED UP" ONE HUNDRED DOZEN SHIR
T
WAISTS—THE END-SEASON LOTS OF THE FACTORY.
Shoo, $z.25 and $1.5o WAISTS AT 69C.
WAISTS WORTH UP TO $5.co FOR $148.
THERE ARE PRACTICALLY ALL SIZES.
THERE ARB ALL KINDS—LONG SLEEVES AND S
HORT
SLEEVES.
THERE ARE PLAIN LINENS AND EMBROIDERED L
INENS.
THERE ARE PEEK-A-BOOS ANIS PETER PAN& IN 
FMK%
ALL SORTS.
SALE BEGINS THIS MORNING AT EIGHT O'CLOCK
 AND
WILL LAST AS LONG AS THERE ARE ANY WAISTS.
NO EXCHANGE. NO TRY ON.
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS.
5,
POKER &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
place in the pockets of the producers
$35.000.
Recently there was a scarcity of
cars and during th• few days inter-
vening between the last shipment and
the arrival of more cars 20.000 mel-
ons. or twenty carloads, were piled
along the track on the groand. No
such a sight as ever before seen Ui
the south,west country. N.. train of
twenty ears, containing ootertnelons
alone, was ever beiore puree) out of
Oklahoma. The Alabama sweet Va-
riety has been adopted. by the melon
farmers. This is a Ionia striped mel-
on of yellow and load colors.
The production this year will he
double that of last year and the acre-
age is in the same ratio. The quality
of melon is also hotter and the de-
nand has bees greater.
E. C Lupec. a loesee of some In-
dim allottments in the Incfan pas-
ture south ilf here, this yv-r hal. cul-
tivated aoo acres et melon,. the seeds
from which he is selling tri a Kansas
City seed .htntere for 12 cents per
pound The joie, is twin • manufac-
tured into a syrup by a new process.
His crop is untoswally fine ;aid he has
found that mots assmey c-n be real-
ized from the • growing of melons
than from any °War branch of farm-
ing. ' IIIPPOrr faiii-7915X
•
KANSAS DIVEIFTIGATING
ITS 0.11111l KTNFLOWDR
Oil From the 'mid Similar to Olive
Oil—Suited for Table Use.
, Topeka. ac.K Aug t4.-1: D. Co-
burn, secretary of the state board of
evrictiltere. has cooled to work gath-
ering coatisticii sod other informa-
tion regarding the emelower and din-
ing the waster will make an effort to
have the two Icaosas experimen)
and the aspicultiaraLconeg!,
take up tfite cut-tore the sualcewer
For enema time Or Coburn has been
receiving letters sad inquiries about
the uses to which olio sunflower can
hr put. If the comolhowor is useful and
the seeds marlioaltle. Mr. Coburn is
Loin to learn all about it. He hopes
to have the experiment stations make
a series of experiments which will de-
termine the host varieties', the means
of cultieotion and the method of pre-
paring the seeds ior market.
Mr. Colturs hos Rent out a number
of inquiries and .has found that the
seeda produce an MI which makes the
finest of yeoseidele swaps. The oil
when pripporly wonted la edible and
is of much like *hive oil. Not
very many yoare ago the cotton 
seed
was croseider•el vtiortlilese, now the oil
is one of the moot valuable of food
products.
The governor...it has issued recently
a bulletin revenge swallowers anti
their uses, and Mir Coburn is working 
1
to make a supplomront to thili bon
e- '
tin. Ilia work will be exhaustiae
and will emit.* tie enperiments. TtI
has been foaled gat she *elm re
volting
from the extraction of the oil con-
tains nitrogenous matter than does a
simlar cake after the extraction of
maize or linseed oil and is more pal-
atable.
The government bulletin regarding
the oil from eimflowers says- "The
oil. by reason of its palatability and
eweetnese. is oell suited to table
toes, and for this purpose can re-
place olive oil with better success
than other known substitutes." It
has been foundothat the swallower
stalk' when cut up form 2 Very nu-
tritious forage for cattle, horses and
sheep.
Mr. Coburn has several patches !If
sunflowers which he is watching
closely. J. M. Wolf of Burlingame ie
growing about twenty acres of sun-
flowers for the seed, which he uses
as feed. Last year he harvested for-
ty-eve bushels of seed from three-
quarters of an acre.
Kansas i.. the natural habitat of
the plant. and it seems to grey, in
d'ry nearly as well as in wet weather
and in sandy soil as well as in bingo
Msne. Albani ha, performed before
royalty more frequently than any
oilier actress or singer alive
During the reign of Edward the
Confessor of England the peoctice
of employing surnames bogus.
Depesdable
Artistic
an
BEAIITIFIL
Our showing of Susitmer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this mason
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Akar
Ornameato in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card
and Pumes. We
showing all of the
tows
are
NEW STYLE BRACELETS
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELEI '
387 SIIIDAIDWAY.
as•••••••••••••••••••
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildina
523 1-a Broadway, Paducah, It 3t..
New 'Phone ago
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,,
Insurance, Corporation and
Shoal Estate Law.
B. T. LiGHTFOOT.
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kee.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, 11 and 12, COIUDItill Bldg"
PADUCAH, ry.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Doom No. 5, Paductdia .
liolosuitia Bldg. Kentuckg,
7•111••1•••••Mme....."..
ea.rrina, OLIVER & WORILO
LAWYERS
OfhFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Kgo
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
WIPP 'Floosie 114. Cdd 'Phone 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. 0. MILLER..
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Milletdrb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the-
mote. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Builds
iwg, so-3 1-2 Broadway.
11.T. Rivers, M. D.
EFF/CE tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Desidosoe ace Office oso
1111. R. E. HEARNE
1ROOKHILL BUILDING.
7ELEFHONE NO. 444.
Raii3OBT. J. RIVERS
am NORTH FIFTH STREET
IMO Phases us
alike hours St° zo a. et., t e.
p. 11,0t1 7 to) co p. m.
•
Dr. Childress
KYL. EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.
Dem sad Residence, Roman 3 and
Columbia Building.
Phone Toot- -Red.
4
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Whoa over Globe Bank and True"
to., 386 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Pke 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist )
Nike 344 Broadway— Angie 120 ,
Residence, Sto Broadway. 0
Ph01110 14"
0. D. Schmidt
larelitect and Superintendent
01 Fraternity Building.
telitd ?hone 4.98 Red; New Phone 3*
PAOMISAH; KENTUCKYY,
Miramar's, Diplomas, Certified'''.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos anal CaL=tadors
aroma sight up to data in five mikao
Was lila* at tho
PADICA/I MUSIC STORE
.r.
Br. B. T,HaHimiltirDe.; Rivas.  & Rivers, gal
, Soda Phones 35s.
t•Liity. Oki Rhone i6911
5.
""4
1
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‘i Skull Crushed Wants to Spread
In By a Mule Her  Dimensions
OBIRIOUS ACCIDENT YESTER. MAYFI
ELD TO VOTE
DAY TO POPULAR MURRAY TA
KE IN SOME
RESIDENT. S
UBURBS.
, p• W. /Bubb Injured at Cherry While Princ
iple Object Is to Secure
Inspecting Animal With View •Propriation 
for a Federal
of Purchase.
Mr. J. W. iftibb, a well-known citi-
zen of Murray, was yesterday while
at Cherry, near Calloway's capital
kicked over the eye by a mule and
BASEBALL
010111111m.M.1111..M=•.
HOW They Stand.
TO Clubs. Won.. Lost.
Vincennes' 66 34
Cairo 52 47
• Paducah 49 49
Jacksonville 50 so
Danville 43 58
Mlattoon 37 63
Ap•
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 14.—The que,s-
lion that s agitatng the minds of
most of the people n Mayfield and
suburbs is the pr9posed extenson of
t
very serienrsIn injured. He was exam- he city limits. By the fine that h
as
ing the mule with the view of pur-
chasing the animal when he was
kicked.
The 1,10 W which Mr. Heubb received
was a vary hard nue. It not only
felled him to the ground several feet
away and unconscious, but crushed in
alcadi at the forehead. He was
at once taken to Murray for medical
attention and Dr. Will Masten was
called Dr. Mason found the fore-
bead of Mr. Hubb so injured that he
had to trephine the skull and remove
several pieces of the bone.
Last evening Mr. 1-IntAn "bough in
an uncertain condition, was resting
well. His general health being good
It isi thought he will rapidly recover
his injuries, thought it will take sev-
eral days to set at test the fears of
is ftiends. •
The first report of the, accident to
Mr. Hubb was to the effect that he
had been killed, but this was a mis-
augment of the fact.
IIHE MAKES LONG JOURNEY
Travels 7000 Miles to Get a Marriage
Refusal.
Cleveland, 0.. Aug. 14—Nearly
7000 miles came Mrs. Abram Rosen-
bern to Cleveland to get the cpnsent
of her dead husband's brother, Jacob
Rosenberg, a married man, to her re-
marriage. The ceremony was per-
formed at the B'Nai Jeshuren syna-
gogue. Mins. Rosenberg will start
back for Hungary at once to wed the
man of her choke.
Under the Jewish law Mrs. :Rag -
ettberg. haring no child, was com-
pelled to get her brother-in-law's re-
fusal to take her as bia wife. They
went before a rabbi and Jacob repeat-
ed in illebrew:
"1 like not to take her. I can not
take her for myself lest I marry mine
oven inheritance." •
The widow unlaced a soft leathsr
sandal. from font, cast it aside and
spat daint 13r in Jacob'. direction
Then one repeated the closing wordi
of the ceremony.
POLICE XEPT ON TILILGO
Trying to Control Some of the Soldier
Boys at Henderson.
Henderson, Ky., Aug. I 4. --piti.4.-,
derly conduct by a few menthers (.1
the Louistitille regiment of Kentucky
National Guard was in evidence in
various localities in the city last want
and the police in the downtown 'al-
tion were kept busy watching solipe Is
the wayward youngsters who werg
heard ming insulting language in thi
presence of ladies and in public
place.. Norte of the soldiers weee#
locked up. bait it was only by some
very fast sprinting that some of them
road bridge over Broad street, in this
city. Monday The bodies of two of
them fell into the crowded Street
amidst a number of women shoppers,
several of tinhorn fainted.
been selected the number of nhabi-
tants still be increased 3,000. The
government, it is said, will grant an
appropriation to the extent of $too,-
000 for a postoffice vislivt the city can
show- a populaton of 8,000 or •more.
Although there vvE be some objectous
to the extension but not as many as
has been in previous years. Some of
those who so bitterly opposed it in
years gone by, will make no objec-
tions.
Mr. William A. Beadles has set
August 21st as the date to make his
departure for the west seeking a loca-
ton. He will go to Oklahoma and
then make a western tour of Texas
and into Mexico and continue until
a suitable location is found.
The bids for slte of the federal
'ounling in Mayfield have been opened
in Washington. Ten bids were sent
in, ranging in prices from $5,000 to
$th 000. It will not be long until
there will be an inspector here from
Washington to see and report the
location of each bid and also to rec-
ommend the property most suitable
for the location of the building.
Mrs. Jennie Fiske, wife of the late
Charley Fiske, died Monday morning
at fnao o'clock at her home on east
%Vanua street. She was about 46
years of age and besides three sisters,
Mesdames Jerry Reasor. John Ben-
nett and Bob Bennett.
With her family of eight cchildren
surrounding her bedside, Mrs. Id?
Comm died yesterday afternoon at
12:40 o'clock. She had beep in feeble
health for several montkinr•
Mrs. Corum moved Ultail,"b her
excellent family neatly five years
ago from Martin. Tenn. Until iS
years ago she resided near Paris
Tenn.
Vill Hamlet the butcher, -was again
the victim of severe injuries Sunday
morning by being thrown from a
norse. He was riding when a dog
ran up behind the horse and began
a sudden and vicious attack on the
animal, which became so frightened
that it threw Mr. Ham•et over ifs
head to the ground M. Hamlet was
rendered almost unconscious but
soon revived. It was found that his
ear had been badly lacerated *ad
bead painfully ,bruised besides many
serious injures abouti.the body.
MORE SUITS FILED.
Ten Thousand Dollars Asked of Trac-
tion Company by William
Sims.
' Simi; sues the Paducah
Traction Company for $t0000.
On or about June 23 last Sims waa
oitt on one of the Robertsnas' iee
*Writs. and when at Third and Jack-
son. Rod while standing on the heard
of the wagon, was seriously hurt by
escaped. an electric car. He says in his peti-
Four Boys Killed by a Train. firms:
Elizabeth. N J.. Aug. in -Four "The car was going at a Rigsb, den-
boys. all 'under 9 years of age. vvere aeroits atif 111dawful speed and ran
struck and killed by a Pennsylvania against the team of the wagon with-
train while walking arross the rail- out warning, check or care ef any
kind and overturned the wagon an/
threw him (Siena) nut under the
wheels of the car. wilich (-reseed me
of his feet and leg's. crushing the kg
in badly it had to be amputated soar
the - knee ,aad that his other foet was
bruised' and burned by Me elemekty
in the car. all the injuries casein
him (Sims) permanent injury sod dew
ntylement of the foot and part of (me
leg.
The City National Bank •sues J F..
English for a note of $top
The same bank sues Max Nalint.fer
a note of $500.
WHITE & SIRK
314 BROADWAY
Are Closing Out
to Quit Business
Here are a few sample
prices: •
Men s Underwear :19c
Men's 50c Shirts 39c
Best Overalls. . . 8k
Handkerchiefs. 
. 
3c
Grey and Blk Sox 71-2c
Embroidery at your
own prices.
2 1-2 yard Swiss Cur-
tains worth 65c, to
close 33c per pair
And many other
Rare Bargains
WHITE & SIRK
314 BROADWAY-
Cure for Gessip.
"One Saturnay piglet #t Orwell wet
so long ago," said a city empltlyas
"the congregation was smelt disturb-
ed during the singing of the briars by
a certain set of -women who mould
persistently gossip in loud touas. At
last the minister grew- tired of the dis-
Pct.
.66o
• 525
•500
•500
•329
.37o
Today's Schedule.
-Vincennes acTidecah.
Mattoon at Jacksonville.
Danville at Cairo.
-• 
Fan Dope.
No game yesterday; muddy grounds
This afternoon there will be a
doublenheader nulled off with the
Champs, Vincennes? bunch'. A record-
breaking weekday crowd. is expected
as the battle will be the hottest one
of the •sealson. es.
Perdkie for the visitors
for the Indians will be in one of the
games, which will be a pitcher's bat-
tle from start to finish.
The Indians are there will the goods
and will give the Ohamps all they are
looking for.
Sammy Wright, theIndian twirler
-and Farrell, the Vincennes twirler,
will also make it a pincher's battle.
This- bunch should draw the fans
out this afternoon.
Just a few more days until the Kitty
closes.
and That
Rain at Cairo.
Cairo, Aug. 14.—No game today ac-
count rain.
Mattoon Shut Out.
Jacksonville, III., Aug. 14.—Lot-
shaw's home run in the first inning
with two men on bases clinched' the
game for the locals today. Score:
R. H. E.
Mattoon  o 3 1
Jacksonville  5 6 3
Batteries: Jokierst and Johnstone;
Allen and Belt.
Talk It Over With Your Wife.
There are thousands of families
gionieless, or living in poverty and
wretchedinens today who could have
been living in comfort, in ogod homes
if the husbands had confided their
business affair,' to their wives, says
Orison Sweet Warder -in Success.
Wino:len are very much better judg-
es of human nature than men. They
can detect rascality, deception and
insincerity more quickly.
know business men who would
never thittk of employing a manager
or superintendent, or a man for any
other important position, or of choos-
ing a partner without managing in
some way to -have their wives meet
the man and get a. chance to esti-
mate him, to read hint They invite
the man, whom they are considering
for an important position, to their
home for dinner, or to spend a Sun-
day, before deciding. They elant the
advantage of that marvelous feminine
instinct which irne.s no directly and
unerringly to its mark.
have known of several instances
where a wife had cautioned her has-
hand anainst having anything to do
with a man with whom he was think-
ing of going into business, but the
nushand ignored the wife's opinion at
silly, and disregarded her advice to
his great sorrow later, an the man
turned out exactly as the wife had
predicted.
Whole Town Makes Violin.
There is a town named Mar-totem
kirchen in Saxony where nearly every
itrhabtant is engaged' in the manufac-
ture of violins. The industry gives
employment to nearly 15,000 peopin.
who live in Marknettkirchen and the
surrounding villages. The old men
make the ebony fingerboards. screws
and strinrehrilders, and the younger
nnes with strong, steady hands and
clear eyes, put the pieces together
which ia the most difficult perform-
ance of all. The women attain mar-
velous skill in polishing the violin
after it is fitted up. and almost ev-
ery family has its own peculiar meth-
od of polishing which is handed
down from mother to daughter—some
excelling in a deep wine color, others
in citrons or orange color. The more
expensive virdinn are -polished from
twenty to thirty times 11efore they
ure enitaideted perfect and ready lot
use. •
Coincidence, or What?
William White. aged 26, a travel-
ing sales•tnian for the Kansas Cit
Curled Red Hair Worins, while asleep
in his room in the Hotel Sirperba
Wednesday night, dreamed that his
turbance and devised a plan ta put aunt. Mks. Ellen Labey, living in
a stop to it. At a given sited the Canithe. N. C.. Was calling to flint
choir was to stop singing ahrteptly. 9he told -him she was (lying and that
The plan worked all right and en- he Afield conic and claim her estate
(rybody stooped at the sign, bat one valued at $6ancsoo. In her left hand
ot the noasiners• win; unable to eilieotO sire held a watch which indicated the
herself in nsidderily was heard time to he 34 minutes after 2, and
tn say: 'I always fry mine in lard:. with her right she becksoned to him
"theu it. was that the minister bad, ni:a pleadingly. Upon awakening at 5
innniess, and •- eons.. ele;1- ytArt :le , o'clock the vision was perfectly dis-
announced: 'Now that we know *be finct to the nneellest detail. He .at
always (rim heels: it lard, we will pro- 1 once telegraphed his fatihe- in Bing-
ceed with the singing.' The choir hampton, N. Y., and within half an
ook up the hymn again, the rwitpinu *lour .received tlhis (Piepatch:
woman looked re ti an& uneelmferreeitte "Aunt Ellen died: mdlenly of heart
and the rest if the congregaties wore failure, November t6, ti472." •
looks on their faces hardly in accord- "There are so cents charges," said
ance with a c'haritable spirit"—'1.- tile messenger hey.--4tansas
ltembus Dispittcht Star.
t
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WORST ECZEMA
MET hI EVER SAW
Spread Rapidly Over Body—Limbs
and Arms Had to Be Bandaged
and Scalp Looked Dreadful —
Suffered Untold Misery for Three
Years— Better in Two Months
MARVELOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"My son, whe is now twenty-two
years of age, when he was four months
old bean to have eczema on his lam,
spreading quite rapidly until law was
nearly covered. We had all the doctors
around us and some from larger places,
but no one helped him a particle.
The eczema was something terrible,
and the ilmtors said it was the worst
case they ever saw. At times his whole
body and face wars severed, all but his
feet. I hail to bandaci his limbs and
arms; his ssalp was just dreadful. I
used many kiads ef patent medicines
before trying the Cutieura Remedies,—
all to no avail.
"A friend teased me to try Cuticura.
At last I consented, when my boy
was throe years and four months
old, having had mama all that time,
and sufferiag untold misery. I began to
use all three of the Cut icura Remedies;
the Catieura Soap helped as well as
the Ointment. He was better in two
months; in six months he was well;
but I gave him the Cutieura Resolvent
ODD year,— using twelve bottles, I
think, — and always used the Cuticura
Soap for bathing, and do now a good
deal. Ho was four years old before
he was well, and his skin became per-
fectly fair when cured. I give you per-
mission to publish this letter for I am
always glad to do good when I can. I
think I have told you all there is neces-
sary to tell." lira. R. L. Risley,
Oct. 24, 1905. Pieta-nom, N. H.
Complete artermal as4 Informal Treatment for every
11•1P0f, fr..m ?temples t• Stereles/a. !rem I Mont'l to kJ,,
emag et Cleavers imp, Me, Otatment, Sot Resolv-
ing, KM. tle for. lef ('...LaeCoated Pills. Zr. per vial
ted e), may be Sad .5 .11 el Marls set often cures
dee meet dietramireg mom • es all stleer remedies, sod
mom Me MO pbyteldametalL Polger Drag a Clem
gob Props &woo, glass
22:1gaged Fres, II" Now Ilsrs 
Di.ia, 
Is.isauringll.p.pge
The Mayor in
the City Court
PRESENCE REQ1WIRED AS WIT-
NESS AND NOT AS
PRISONER.
Exercised His Prerogative As Peace
Officer and Thus Saw
a Row.
Iayor Yeiser was before the city.
court judge yesterday, but as a
witness and not as a prisoner. The
mayor unwillingly w taessed a row
in the Stag billarti hal! on North'
Earth street near Broadway and
being by virtue of iris office a peace
officer promptly interferred. The
belligerents were araigned in yeste-
nay's court and the mayor was on
hand to tell what he saw of the
ruction. The parties te the offense°
wcre Bob Hicks, 'the manager off the
billiard hall, and Rodney Pewit a
patron. The restift sf the investiga-
tion showed that Tildes was at fault
and he was fined $5 and costs and
Pewe was discharged
Several ethers eases were tried as
i0. low;:
Len Perkins and Ernest Walker,
breach sif pease. Continued.
Frank Jefferson, diserderly con
duct. Jiidgment for Bea and cost.
Gabe Fletcher, malicious assult
Continued until today.
Will ffeynelia, breach of peace
Assessed $5 and costs.
Charlie. Bryant and Frank Greer.'
breach of peace. Jutignieut against
Bryant for $5 and costs. Case cop-
tinned ail to Green.
lenegistatton in Lie.
Otir social orgaiiisatios has de-
veloped to a stage where the obi
righteousness is inn enough, say.
A. Rom in the Atlantic. We need an
antinal !impalement to tits Decalogue.
The growth of credit institutions, the
spread of fiduciary relent-non the en-
meshing ef inthistry iv law, the in
er acing of government and iiininen7
tile nmultiplicationeif beards and in
teoectors--beneficent as they all an:
they invite to sin. What gateways
they (men to greed! What fresh par,
asiten dteir let in' on us! How idle in
our new situation to intone the old lit-
anies!
The realitq of the *loge-Unit life is
not to be seen and tiatiched: it must
be thought. The sine, it opens the
door to are M be disierned by knit-
ting nu brows naeber than by Open-
ing the eyes.
It toffee laseigineeits to see that lin-
go's medical iiphinsts, laing advertise-
ments and take testimonials are death
dealing instruments.
It takes imagination be iv that sav-
ings bank wrecker, hair shark and
inveatnieret ,intiadder in taliag liveli-
hoods MeeWe. - 1.
It talkie imiaspinatiit• to see that the
husinesa sf &flu e•e,tasi voters. axing
juries, seducing la voisafesen and cot-
roptiog pulletie (servants is like sawing
en- ough the props of a crowded
gramIntanin 
n,„s
Your  Time
WE HAVE SOLD .i.oTs OF
SHIRT WAISTS THIS SEASON
AND HAVE MADE. OUR PROFIT
ON THEM. IT IS YOUR TIME
NOW. WE MUST MAKE ROOM
FOR OUR PALL READY-TO-
WEARS, TO DO THIS WE WILL
SACRIFICE EVERY ON— IN
THE HOUSE AT COST.
un====322-324BROADWAY
 —
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line a&
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*.
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones 201, 132 South 11011/1b St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,
Campbell Buildkg. Both Phones 369
to.00  CLEAN
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
Tickets good for n mg- passage n
SPECIAL TRAIN
Leave' Paducah ..   9:3o a. ID.
Leave Maxon  9'53 a. in.
Leave Kevil  nano a. in.
Leave I.a Center   10:21 2. IA.
Leave Barlow   to:3o a. m.
&rive Chia's*  11:30 p.m.
Returning, Tickets will be gond all
to awill including Wednesday. August 29th, except Fast Mail Train leaving
•Cnricania 2:50 5. 111.
Under ne circumstances sll a to nicer limit be given on the retuna
portion of these Pktcarsion Tickets.
Regular Trains leaving Chicago.
Further Particular of r
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pasa'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo,
A. H. HANSON, S. G. HATCH,
..Ptin•snirec Traffic Manager, CHIC AGO, ILL. General Passenger Agt.
PADUCAH VS. VINCENNES
Aug. 14, 15, 16, 17.
AT LEAG UE PARK.
01/0.
GRAND STAND
ifee;
,
35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. •TICKES 011
SALE SMITH & NAGL.E1,
PIM= & MOADWAY.
"•••• ••7•,-77,1771•••17.1•••••••• •IFT
•
is •
' Si
WHITE LABOR
WINS THE DAY
NEGRO SWITCHMEN LET OUT
-T. C. 1 tsBOR ISSUE TEM-
k. •
-
Vuestion Will Be Snbrnitted to Chi-
cue.° Offieialt for Final
An ultimatum issued Sunday night
-to of t;., depart-
reent of the Initials Central. demand-
itg that eithtr negro or iivhite switch-
men be employed in the South Mem-
phis yards in the future. saj:s yester-
day's Memphis Commercial Appeal
resulted yesterday morning in a tem-
porary adkustment of affair/ by the
iklischarge of thirty-five negroes, and
-
throughout the (lay only white men
were used in the switching operations
at that point.
As the neeroes appeared yesterday
morniil for their usual assignments
They were given notice that their ser-
vices would he dispensed, with, tent-
-porarilv at least. The question will
he taken tip with the heads of the
'freight department.
When the negroes were informed
that their nerviees would not be long-
er needed they formed in groups
-about the yar,l, and discussed the sit-
uation. They made no demonstra-
tion of violence as the hours passed.
and there was no evidence of trou-
-hle. the peace officers who had been
-assigned te the scene withdrawing.
White switchmen had formerly been
worked ‘eitIt tbe neerles. and this
was the cause of the trouble. The
white men never threatened to strike
-bin they made a demand noon Supt,
King that a decision he reached as to
whether white men or negroes were
to be employed. and volunteered to
withdraw quietly if the nearnes
- proved the elect of the management
It is not expected that the ques-
tion will he decided within this week
and in the mea•nwhile the white
switchmen will continue to npernate
She freight traffic of the road. Wheal
the day yeirdmaster }wean his work
vesterr'lay morninc- there was the
usual emota of. white employes pres-
ent. and they were laced at, work.
There were extras on hand in more
than sufficient nintrber of take the
nlaces of the thirty-five negroes who
'had beer dismissed.
ltrany of the negroes took their dis-
rharree in the matter of fact way that
Is characteristic of the race. They
gathered about the yards in groups
throughom • the day, clad in the
"jumpers" which they had donned
when they appeared for their usual
day's duty in tale morning. "Hit cer-
tainly (lb look like it's 'back behind
a mule with n niggers," is the un-
interested view one liealthy-lookipg
•blackface took of the matter, and he
acted as if it were no affair worthy
-
further consideration from him. 0th-
were morose and sullen .and mat-
tered maledictions on the parfes re-
sponsible for their discharge. They
-regareed the issue with as much im-
portarre as if the destiny of the
whole town-) race' depended upon the
result They were of the °Onion that
-Their rights had been abridged and
the only manner in which they could
ever hope to he re-stored to twprivi-
leves of a livelihood was through the
good /races of the Chicago officials
with whom the iestie had been placed
'TICKLES BABY'S SIDE
IN $400,000 LAW SUIT
"Deputy Sheriff Resorts to Strategy to
Serve Notice on Infant.
7 • i•-•Au a
yenr-eld baby's chubby sides till she
laughed and raised her arme. Deputy
!Sheriff John D. Peckner W:14 finally
-engbled to secure service on the in-
fant in a suit to quiet title to a eat-
'stable- nievie of property in this city.
After vainly trying to get little
'Clara Franras Watson to take the le-
gal paper in her chubby fist the dep-
uty r-^serled to the tickling device
an!. wheti the bal.v rai-ed her arras
lie S uei. the paper betiv• • m her arm
and body and ha-in, liade his
REIM ON
OLD AMERIC
SHE SANG AT 511MCD OF MALADYPRANK DANIELS
So the Comedian Climbed On the
Stage fund Kissed Ntlla Webb. ' 
nnwitolnA VICTIMS nicammA
Dil MEMBER YILABLY.
,
SUPREMACY AS COTTON PRO.
DUCER IS CONCEDED. ,
- - 
--
United States Furnishes Apprazi-
mately Timee-Fourtbs World's
Demands.
-- 
The cosnini - sion which was ap-
pointed by the Lancashire cotton
spinners in 1915 to investigate the
conditions in the various producing
localities has made a 'report which
will be cheeritil reading for Ameri-
cans. It says that the reliance of
British and all other cotton manu-
facturers in the future will be on
the American plantations, just as it
has been in the past. Moreover, it
declares that A:Oerita will be able to
increase its -me- -+ to any extent war-
ranted by the • ••l's demand
This sounds ssesible. For many
years past the United States has pro-
duced approximately three-fourths of
the entire worlds cotton- yield. Our
output has varied from year to year
within rather wide limits, but the
same thing has occurred in other
producing locailties.
The largest crop ever gathered in
any one year in the United States
was in 1004, when, acreage being
above all -figures before or since, and
climatic conditions being favorable
the output came close to 14,000,000
hales. Out?, twice previously was
the L000.000-bale mark crossed, and
in each of those years the excess
over that figure was slight. The pro-
duction was about 10,500.000 bales in
1905, and the enlarged acreage and
naodeiately favorable condition of
the crop thus far promises a yield
anywhere between ii,000,000 and 12.-
oo),000 iii 1906.
WILL WED HER FIRST LOVE
The Romance of a Hopkinsville
School Teacher Just Told.
Hoplainsville, Ky., Aug. 14.-Miss
Harriet Dietrich of this city and Mr.
Guilford Seward of Akron, O., will
be married 'tonight at Defiance, 0..
the wedding being the culmination of
a romance of 35 years.
During their youth the couple were
lovers, and events went so far that
the wedding day was set and the
trousseau was in readinew. The
mother objected to being left alone,
-and the bride-to-be decided that she
should prove true in a filial way and
tlo aedding was called off.
After the plans were thus rudely
broken. Mr. Seward went his way and
became quite wealthy in the manufsc-
luring bu:inesa. He married twice
and toth his wives died. He has one
married daughter who now lives in
California. Miss Dietrich proved
true to her first love and has never
nitirried. She came here and made
her home with her brother, Prof. C.
H. Dietrich, who formerly held the
position of superintendent of city
schcrols. She secured a position in
the high school when the graded sys-
tem of schools was first inaugurat-
ed here, and has held her position
without interruption until she volun-
tarily resigned at the close of the last
school session.
The wedding was set for setme time
last simmer. but for some reason -.vac
postponed emit this year. As soon as
school closed here Nfiss Do:rich
went to her old home at Defiance, 0..
eihe preferring to have the cerenvony
solemnized zt the old nomeatead and
by the same preacher aho W to
have rifficiac d over a .-piarter 3f a
century ago.
-
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• Kentucky Fair Dates.
▪ + al• ta +
leSC '170.
T' . - 1,1 is th.• of Alfred
"Pl7 and Maud I1' '."; • by a se-
It 1.e-•• le Accessary
-to cc'' 11 the •heit. ,,d ::1:.ns John
A. W ;son and Jr' roree formerly
• shetilli of St. ^nd St
• jiniO, flinty, in in clear the
-
title tr a Piece of 1 '1. •- property
or. ?‘„,.
.),41 a loan if :illon.oloo was
the sat•-lac.",9 thereof
Tr fully re.-nrch d. uivim g to the
:cileaisli of the trustee.
in :TEEN l'ERONF. TfURT.
'Passenger Train Met-:, Head-On in
Fort Worth Yards
For Worth, Tex., Aug 14.-Two
-passenger trains on tlie ("-irego. Rock
Ward, Re Gulf Railroad nilided in
the local yards ye-ate-illy, injuring
'fifteen person. two arriee-ly. W. 0.
Stevetla a banl-er of Brick( oort, Tex.'
and Poore, of tlie Ime plate
were curiously Inot cad taken to the
linso'l I The trains collided in the
,otioa ts of the city
•
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville-
September 17 -22.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fern Creek, August 14-4 days.
Vanceburg. August 15-4 days.
Columbia. Augut 15-4 days.
Sheriher&Ville. August 21-4 days.
Lawrenceburg. August 21-4 daYs•
Springfield, August 15-4 days.
4 -11 1714.-
Brodhead, August t5-3 days.
M't. Olivet. -August 16-3 days.
Gotherie. August 23-3 days.
Nicholasv111e, August 28-3 days.
Shelbyville. Anatole 2q---4 days.
Florenve. August 29---4 drys.
Ewing. August 3o--.3 deYs•
Eli7ahethtown. September 4--3 days.
• Paris. September 4-5 days.
'Bardstown, September 5-4 dor-
Monticello, September 11-4 eaya.
Giese-low. Septeinther 12-4 drays-
Sebree, September 18--5 days.
Hartford.. September 19-4 days.
,ITender5.011. SCIVIrmihrir 26-4 da.y .
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 day*.
Pembroke, September 27-3 dafs.
Owenaboto, October 2-5 days.
Mayfield-, Octcker 3-days,
Marriage Licenses.
Grover C. Nerblet was given license
to wed Miss Eula Acree, both of
Rtvd. Ky., yesterday by the couoty
court kerk.
Walter E.
aged 21, and
aged 18, of
cared license.
T.effer of Tampa, Flia.
Miss Maude R. Wade,
Paducah, Ky., also se-
New York, Aug. Lt.-Frank Dan-
iels, sometimes a comedian and at
other times the village cutup of Rye.
N. Y., got real gay at Wallack's the-
ater at the performance of the show,
"His Honor, the Mayer." Taaniels was
seated in a. box at the right hand of
the stage. With him were Col. Ev-
erson, a Philadelphia sewspaper pro-
prietor, and several other friends.
Miss Nella Webb was singing her
'Fong, "Wouldn't You Like to Have a
'Little Girl Like Me?" There is a re-
frain to this song that has much con-
-ceroing kissing. Each night there is
a "stall" in the orchestra seats who
gets real nervous when the spot light
is thrown on him and Miss Webb
sings lots of nice things to him%
While this stunt was on last night
Miss Webb trippecil over close to the
box containing Daniels and his
friends, puckered- up her lips and
sang toward the comedian. Every-
body in the house laughed, but Dan-
iels didn't get nervous. He just wait-
ed until the actress got sufficiently
near her. Then he grabbed her by
the nose and held on until he climbed
over the front of the box and on to
the stage. After painting about a doz-
en kisses 'Daniels crawled hack into
his box.
All this served to cause the audi-
ence to rise to their feet and howl.
Miss Webb was so 'flustered that she
couldn't sing the rest of the song.
Blanche Ring, who had been a wit-
ness to the proceedings,, looked at
Daniels reproachfully and said.:
"Oh„ Frank! How could, you!"
Three men who sit in the front row
of the orchestra seemed to approve
of Frank Daaniels' act. One of them
wilier looked and talked like a South-
erner. led the way, and the three
jumped itno the orchestra and then
climbed upon the stage. The South-
ern looking man got a few kisses
before the stage manager concluded
matters had gone far enough and
rang down the curtain After a brief
interval the show went on.
SELLS WIFE TO TWO MEN.
Gypsy Gets $g25 for Girl From One
Rival. Shoo From Other.
Bloomington. Ill.. Aug. 14.---Claim-
ing that his father-in-law stole his
wife, for wthenn he paid the sum of
$925. and later sold to his rival for
$600. Charles Georgia. a gyiiiyo in-
voked the aid of the law in Macon
county to assist him in regaining her
Georgia is 16 years of age and has a
marriage certificate which shows that
he was married to the girl two years
ago in St. Louis by a Catholic priest
The maiden name of the bride was
Rose Mitchell.
He says he met tae girl when she
was hut 13. It! was a case of love at
first sight. Her parents were well-
to-do nomadic Hungarians. They did
not look with favor upon his suit.
claiming their beautiful daughter
a'hnuld have a handsomer man than
Georgia. The subject was discuswe
and it was finally agreed that 'tey
would waive their scruples about
ionic, if he would pay them $025 for
their daughter. The cern was paid
and the marriage celebrated.
The couple lived together' happily
for seven months While traveling
near Cincinnati. 0, the parents of
the child wife kidnaped her and car-
rie_rt her to their camp, several hun-
dred miles distant There another
wife trade was eorr.iimervated. It de-
veloped that the father of Rose had
a son who was very much in love
with a pretty gypsy girl. Her broth-
er. however, wan ugly, and the father
desired to procure for him a pretty
wife. He demanded Moo for his
daughter, but also desired to marry
off his son.
A peculiar bargain was finally
madle, Rosa's father agreed to mar-
r" her .to the other man's ug'y son
and ply him Moo and in 'return Mitch-
ell's son was to be given possession
of the pretty daughter of the party of
the second part. While Rosa protest-
ed to love her first ausband devoted-
. Alit_ was_conmened tt obey the
slightest wish of her parents. She
and her second husband were then
e-arrieri. but the latter soon tired of
her and sent her back to her pairents
All taia time Georgia. the rle•erterl
one, was keeping in touch with the
proceedings and with his parents fol-
lowed the band from place to place.
Finally he came trpote them in Macon
county this week. The story was re-
lated to Justice McCoy and, warrants
were issued for the girl's parents and
Peter Lewis, a member of the band
Who acted as a sort of go-between to
arrange the deal.
The legal action was sufficient. The
farther of the girl was at first rebel-
lions andisdemandied $600 more before
he wou4d1-allow the girl to return: A
threat of imprisonment had tke prop-
er effect and the Ott was turned over
to her delighted husband'. The par-
esis were then allowed to go free,
but Lewis was held.
Erotn 16o6 to 1688 Scottish bank-
rupts were compelled te wear a sort
of conv:et ere:s, half yellow, half
brown. . I
•
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BALDWIN PIANO
AN. 
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is t 'Leader" (or the defiler.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER, Agent:.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
Kedloal Authorities Putting Portia
Their Bast Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Disease.
The cosassiesion which was appolated
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has Jost been sum-
marised by the press, is ciampesed of
men of high professional rank, says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
Involved In the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of oecnring too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion. The dime's which the commis-
sios has been considering has risen lobe
peculiar prominence of late. At ene
time soniumption caused more 4e -
than any ether aosaacly and pneumonia
ranTed second as a cause of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchanged places in some parts
of the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Oensnmption, as a retook of
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of prevention and treatment, works
a little less havoc sow than formerly.
Ilesumonia. on the other hand. finds a
greater number of vioZiens in proportion
is fibs population. There is ground log
the belief that grip has eostributhd
materially to this result because it is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and It sadly disqualifies a man for
suceessful resistance to an 1l1.sses of ea-
other nature. 1101/ ever, whatever the
cause, the increased prevaisnos of paw.
motile has excited th-i gravest alarm and
perplealty In the medical proiessioa.
The oommisirtes is *oriel:wed that,
like trabsroulesia, the mere armee types(
lung disarm is attributable to the pres.
0000 of miorobea and that the latter are
diseetninated by the dryiug of sputum
from patients. The organisms are net
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, bet afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust partials..
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of deluging a sick room with sun-
light, promoting Li as ventilation and as.
lag a broom only when the Sow has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling farts have been elicited
In the course of the Investigation con-
ducted by I. Darlington's 0210401e. One
is that pneumococci, the stippowd COMM
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
oat producing any apparent eared. is
like manorrr they are observed ia thew
cretIons of patients who have reesvered
for a considerable Interval after the dis-
appearance of other symptome. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attask of trphold
fever and gives rise to the questims bow
long sack persons may threaten the
health of their associates and iwistbsee.
Perhaps more light on this matter mai
be afforded by further obsermidea.
Such information should prove useful
In the devising of sanitary precautioas
for a tommunity la whioh peeszaoala
prevails.
Prevention is infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider whet to
do if their first line of defense falls. The
only remedial agent to which the mis-
sion refers is a blood serum derived
from an I011111012, animal. Expertmeats
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having been made
repeatedly In the last few years The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. However. If the serum
which a few physicians eves sow em-
ploy, Is not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can be more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
shrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 3,500, is an ardent Scotchman.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ized a bagpipe band that will won show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one,
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood ef.a
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinnon hold': that
a Sentelman and only a Scotch man can
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down," says Jenkinson
"A Seotchman starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gar:Ie.:7(7s e-r.e ferta
se, eland. They !care tit by b!t'.com
there."-Pittaburg Dispatch.
Row 'Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you. know that the witch head
shoota its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand-new sensatioa, bring
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods beret at the most unexpected
times, waking you itt the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, bled'
reeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, to
be tire of baring perfeetly fresh lowers
and seed pods that have not opened. If
It. podilbl. to de so, eta hem the same
day they are needed. It they must be
eat the day before they are needed, /ice
them in a mild place in water and wimp
a damp doth around the brawilles, la
order to prevent the towers ?coal wdei-
sling tend te beet) the seed* from Mese
expelled too secia.--10puatry Lite In
&LAY
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth. zgo6.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103
Leave Cincinnati ..... o ea@ 8:30 a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Leave Louisville  12:01 p.m. 9:4o p.01.
Leave Owensboro ... 6:ao p.m.
Leave Horse Branch  2:a8 p.01. ta:o8 a.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 P.331. T :03 a.m.
Leave Nortonville -. 408 p.m. 1 :412 cm.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m.
Leave Nashville  7:oo p.m.
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Penceton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Asrive Fulton 
Arrive (Vbbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans 
945 11.111-
4:55 p-no- E27 A.M.
6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m.
6:1s p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:20 p.m. 4:3o a.112.
8:o6 pm. 5:51 *.in.
. 813 p.m. 6:o1 t.m.
7:15 a.m.
" •1-10 p.m. 8:ao cm
10:35 cm. 8:15 p.m
No. 121
••••••••• •
7:30
siloo
11:o5
1340
:28
8:3o
8:05
11:20
3:35
4:15
4:30
6:oo
• •
NORTH BOUND No. tos
Leave New Orleans . 7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis . 0:45 a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8o7 cm.
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton 
Arr ve Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
Atrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Centrif City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
tcrts a.m.
11:30 a.m.
it :as a.m.
12 pm.
6:15 p.m.
9:25 p rn
3:45 p.m.
:203 p.m,
2:05 p.m.
11543:763.55 pro...m.07
9'15 9.m.
No. 104 No. Isis
9:15 cm,
8-50 0.1n.
10:112 p.m.
:58 p.m.
12:35 n.m. 6:oo a.ia.
1:43 S.UL 7 :40 11-110.
1:48 a.m. 7:50 ctn.
303 a. EL crap &OIL
5;210 YAM
8:to a.m.
9:45 cm.
3:51 a.m. 10:35 cm.
430 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
5 38 a.m. 12:55 p.m.
8:ea n.m *4:55 p.m.
7:50 ca. 4!55 DAL
tam no
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis 
No 306 No. 374
12:40 p.m. 4:30
4:25 Dm- 8:10 910.
6.30 a.m. 6:3e a.m.
8:30 .in. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave C.abondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No 305
7.45 a.m.
2:50 am.
11 :40 a.m.
315 Dm.
No. 375
9:40 p in.
6:2o p.m
7:05 cm.
:co am.
CAIRO
-NASHVILLE LE.
NCIRT BOUND zol-flot 135-835
Leave Nashville  1130 a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  it :ao a.m. 6:40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  335 p.m. 745 &AIL
Arrive Paducah  4 :IS Pm. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  635 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 1150 a.m.
Avert St. Louis  7:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago . 6:30 a.m. 9e3o p.m.
""••••
SOU 1PH BOUND 123-822 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 cm.
Leave St.Lants  9:40 P.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:00 a.m. 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 am. 7:40 Pm.
Leave Paducah  7:50 cm_ 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:49 am. 4:45 9.01.
Arrive Hopkinsville 6:ro p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
--- -  
9:I5 Rm.
•
•
Trains marked (9 run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and -New Orleans; trains tor and too sleepers between Louie-
vile, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
'limper. For further information, addeess,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah. Kv.
r. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisville, Nr.
of)iN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphi•, Tana.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.. Meager, lit
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A.. at- LBW& 40
The New Veterinary Hospital.
, Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special facil-
ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs is the most modern.
manner. Wle have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and oee
that es compleie in every detail.
We invite you to call, and inspect our place.
Office .and Hospital, 429 South Third street.
Ofice phone, old, £3445; new 158; residence i8e6.
Pope's "Golden Rose."
The "golden, rose" which ,the pope
presented Princess Ena on, the oeca-
Atm of her marriage, is the highest'
honor that can be cextierreid on a
Catholic princess. It is a mimic plant
of pure gold in a golden pot-where-
on are emblaxonect th papal arms
It has leaves, buds and flowers, tire
leaves being set with small jewel. ill
ineitati of clew dropt. In the cen-1
teal fla er is a tiny receptacle ra
which i contained a small palm leaf
blessed by the pope.
Delivired to yoor boom for re sesta
4.
c i
•
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VAL MOOSE POR PICTURES
New Brunswick Chitties Bewail the
Desecration of Gasman
Woods.
Osmaan woods have bees cieeeorated,
.the gekies and meld** of the prow-
lam believe. They have be* opposed
tole* invasion of heaters, but erten
wating picture mace** wee brought
lath the sacred premiered* of the woods
they felt that all bovade had bees
tweed.
'Pim Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart a New Brunswick, probably
matains more moose than any ether
tract of the same extest In the world.
Bow weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a previa* oar and there
was meek speculatioa concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the tit. Dr. Heber
ifishep, a railroad Mail. a Boston, who
has visited the Cana* woods regular-
ly ler several searmeas„ was the leader
of the party, suad with him were R. E.
Peilett, bead of the New ngland rtst
sad Genie *iodation; C. Everett
nehmen, F. T. Marion, artist. sad Q.
W. Balzer, of New York, and Herne B.
(be, of Boston.
"Must be one of them Geeing guns,"
sold Charley Coates, viewing a strange
peeos of arigaratim Charley's opiates
wee accepted and loud nommen of pro.
test arose, until it vrm explathed that
the strange thing Willi a nbovisg-pieteare
Illesithas. The party proceeded to Jim
Redwine camp. far bask In the woods
ea one of the lakes.
Ms. Follett and Mr. Johnson west
ems night in a crows' nest della'
gleeIle. About daybreak nee of the
guides hurried lino the camp with the
OM that moose were *awning their
calls. The pictures inaokine wait bur-
ned out to the mows' best, but Jobe-
eon and Follett had already gilled a
Lfee-pound bull, measuring fe thaw
SOWS the antlers. They west through
the motions of killing ihe huge *Mal
main for the Week of the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better leek; he
was peddling In a *rill beet MOOS
weft two guides wises a moose same
swimming toward the meet sewed a
point. The Lecture lareekie Memos/
to he set up an shom, gad ea mesiked
pktere al Dr. Bishop the ani-
mal was lakes. This vas his timer-
eighth moose. • mile et Sim was eio
posed making betweas 40,001 aid leo
SOS stogie pictures.
GLAIR PARISIAN RESORT. '
Ii at Viagra the "Arbsomen
l'eageskee el Nan is en-
tered
• shrewd bet sasseratias posses
eses nonspheilaad that Darwth hod
magebed leo lobe "Lessem id Mita" sart
of the priaeleal fasts white would sew
port kis theory of an "arboreal sass,.
tor." aid that was the inherent pre-
ssgang of minkled to slime teem sass
the New Took Tribunes.
Whether tale prosily*, Moms de-
meet Irma some stelae amenfor mho
'Mildly climbed his Molly tree, sod
ea the top reposed." use mar les*
Darwialans and an ttl)arwintans ta dm
Mho but the fact that -Itoblneoe,"
euirsimetnare Parts otherb tat duel-
lap sad restaurauts In trees, has oi-
lseed kr over half a caster', sod
loureshes. may to taken as proof time
tke Mailba far treo cline** endures.
"Roblason" was dlertevered In the
rear lies by a mu a named Gummi..
It was this a wild sad untrammeled
spot, mem niker eolith at Paris, sad a
mile or two from the pretty little yel-
l/wee of Seeaux sad Festenayeame
Ames A *as tea ado* the et* of a
WM a Nene below tee 11111111411it, sad wee
bordered ley a huge eine end obestant
Into as odd laafSbOr of the fruit forest
white* owe eecinned Paris for haanf
Me bought some land thementirely for
Its ogre *mat, and set her that of bre
fere gees*, sailed hzaine to the largest
innits el tbe statolleat tree on his Wog
estate, Poste ne fen' etreve the grow*,
and on these ert a summer hose,
teseeed by a wieldec salr, here he
scald sit ef a,. evening to rmoke hie
pipe and enjoy the lovely view of the
Seise valley.
Being bonny mere than a ereple cc
bosun' walk from the great University
of the fiereloonne. It chanted that a stu-
dent who was taking a wilk one Sum-
. ,day Mhersoon found•out the rpot. wee
pie:toed with it, and came &rain, briag
lag setae of his comrades. They is
I torn told ethers. and In a few weeks
Quesgehes aerial restaurant became
favorite resort of the collegians.
PnIque Braady.
Plaque bandy Is neserft•ed as a Co
helical decoction from a specie. et
(metes that If left on a desert Islaad
by itself would raise a riot. Forte-
sanely fer eivilleanosi, this fiery we
lion has not become an article of mon
moron but is distilled and drunk he
low-grade Mexican half-breeds sae
renegade whites of old Mexico, wba
ean hay elairn to a useful place Is
nature onky by exterminating OWE
ether.—Portland Oregosien.
Salt Bee( Barred.
Indleattve of the radical changes that
are beteg made In the British navy is
this roust statement by the admiralty:
N. more contracts for supply of salt
beef have been entered into, as It has
been derided to abolish this article
of diet" Cold storage tithes the plasm
of the beef barrel.
Tesokad Hine
'Did that nsegnetic healer de yee
emir
he did me good and plea*:
inerartieuaked me, aid made me give
110 dikarti.".—HOullidia Post.
1 GHETTO STORY.
We trudged oer way throw.% Ili
• barrow Ghetto streets on the afternao*
at a gunny day went we reached ear (be
ter, which wee a &pay a,partaseeit Lu
a tenement home. We were very rest.
lees and bobaterons. but our Italeht
espIndldnot check am nettle ag he see-
mally dbil. His thoughts seemed *ease
liwin I looked est him otiosely, for hie
preoccupied air always made me WWI.
ter what his peat life had been.
He was abaft 00 years of ago Penn
arty must have been his constain owe
penlon, because hilrrows of we were
on his broati wrinkled forehead. NU
eyes peered out of their wines as e
they implored par, and were ism and
then raised in prayer to the Heaveals
Father. On the skis a his ears lime
two oarlocks, wording to oriental
faskiten. lila beard WAS bong and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent and
curved the he seemed to have bowie the
yoke and pereseetien of his reoefor fen-
tuzies. A large Mebrew book lay epos
before him, as tf the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers sod
splendors of the Ananglety. Although be
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age andeattelant leoreing.
Thou weteated ovreelesieu,pers a large
wooden bentk which tweaked Meese es.
Moses, who set next to me, peeled say
feet with a pia ender the table. Tbie
made me howl. anal I vowed that whoa
we were disesteemed I would repay lam
with interest_
*id rabbi, le his deep, gisieers.
big Yoke, "if yen prosalibe to be good I
will tell you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough fee
we always delight,* la the statists el
our part glories. TM I must err Sal
perhaps we thought more of elm
lag story than of our prsjer. Is
the Hebrew aleg-song. we began as Pc
cite a psalm with resit vigor. Our Moods
shook, eur feet rasa& and, to assigikle
the Done, tile Mack tweaked Waft
When we lead isished, Rabbi nbosph
ben* as fMlows:
You Maow It is sometimes • selltee
be tell all that lies .open one's Wirt"
Re cleared' his roam and solliseed
courage.
"I had wealthy paroles and mosiolse
• good education. My youth paned
away happily, for I knew uo mow
When I wee 21 years old I sweled
Father, a good sad beautiful wit
She was the daughter of SIMI
CM. As pure se a Illy war Mx sae.
Oh, Father. keep it within bye
Here be lifted op his kande gad Ma
voice was full et pnallnlba. whah hos
tears ran dow• his *mks smi let*
thouteelves within the ringlets ell les
beard.
We boys pet ear arms upon ewe- NO
ether's shoulders aid seemed ta oases
Moser to the epeoher.
"Not bag," lee woor!eded. "tees as
home to bo the souree ef ermaret her
the poor and beenebses, for Om mar is
awed an edict expelling the Hebrew at
the villages. I Mel to go where aM
brethren went., iats the gloomy ~me
of a few large, overcrowded Mhos Its
Vilna I suffered the woes of my
I gave myself up be Wachtel" City
sad I studied by sight.
"One eveniug when I wee ase
stualies in my la:mble dwelatig Snit
comfort* that the IL-clans am1111 aet
at h Art, take ay Esther filen Mie
Then, with a treinendouts wale aft
doors were steldeory threes op*. am
two drinksn officers enteree. Theo
thrust my wife •&wee. suad. ler
by the sonar, they eragned sae Wm er
cid,taow y merest& I hew Us,
sueaas and shrieks ef Tat *II. Mk
I can hear theme yet. They mho dr?
and hollow witbin my heart.
"1 nas plaioed upon a was's. cm
which I found limey of my reemerge.
Inethran. Vr'e aftererard found est tabs
the army wonted soldiers, and Wile e
hew it got them. After a iew tiara
enmity we arrived at a vfllage UMW
nen by peasants. Zack man was spiour
(ea a peaciant who did with lent so ,
ikt U.
"I had to work from daybreak inebt
right. end my food was coarse Woo
breed. slept. ia the stable wow the
foul straw in the winter, and is dee at
in the summer. If I did not please
my master 1 could be &wen! le Meth
who (-heed! My Plane would Illoom is
Stied. Thus I pawed nome time. her
this was a wort et preparation be men
the army.
"At last I eueeteeded is eeriness, smi
I fled to this free country Ob, yea
who are yet you*. take pries. la ibie
leod of freedom. If see does net' re-
quire you to die kr her. thee line for
bar and notice Mr glorious!"
The wen was alreaey decnribeg &se
attune. reigned in libitor.
"And your win.. nel" we ei-
nem/et' him. For a tier he hash* as
a newspaeer. Ile-, Is what tee lead
"Father, the, douglier of Rabbi Ilea
Era, died at Vila& All feel lam lees,
for she wee like a gramenother
whole ',temerity. ehe had limit alley
of unselnshiness &nd pelf-sacrilinithe
was an angel of the sick and taller.
Minty her motel rest in peace."
"And there remain one thing lir me
now," said Rabhi Joseph. "I toe, wane
re rest in pee**. if I tu !I but ttene
ton the Isrid en my I.:nets:bets I
should be sienno:. Judah. cn. Areata!
now long are tbzei to roare"'
Then les e.oel esnk Irwin and !ewer,
as if bowed oown Ly i111oiler
ing. The shadows of daripiese arapt
into the room and our rabi seemed
unconscious of so We gnistly asides
and wanted out ef the dark reefs, Irian.
Ing our rabbi with heset still
I forgers Mores his pranks, settees
mi walked sloe' we sank the "Pmelle
•:ali." Weal we remelted ear lbaless
th • street Imam, were 'treacly *tidied
sod a soul breeze Was Y
 the
 at
 be
• 11Y MARY 113111fililifigfelei.
sebM
••••-
Ilemeedeal
Ihtilemk—But, my dear, hienbeileMpillid
sad amisiout arid entirely milt for
lasibsed.
Witlear--Ilut Ms geit about poor
Illimeggis butI
Friend—What Ms that to to with
it4
Welow—Iimary left seeh a quantity
14 beattlitui•elothes.—daskago Sue
"111=a Nottor with Miro.lleiessie violeetly opposed
to stubs, is it on pewee' or gooier&
grounds?"
"Persoael, I ablate He met bee wife
at the goer slob. oeurbad her at a enm-
ity slab, married her between slob
meellegs, mad neer MI the money he
pays her for allay goes to Meg aj
her club due..'—Judos.
Deeply lagrained.
"What Mad of imee is *Id Whew
inks?" asked the asseemer.
"Wheezicksr mit the ether. "hien
the costrarleot, nese nelish sad motel
that aver lived. Whet me of his
teeth aches, there's sot soother tooth
La his head that sympathiess with it,
--Chicago Tribans.
.41
She—I wonder what animist the kime
bigger's mums.
!%e—Palpttation of the heast.--Chb
asspe Deny News.
Woe Past
A baring you* Mail easier Magee
Tail sat se Is kaus& balsas;
He Jell is be seek
Dorlaisias: *lay Sem,
I roam I ituresilsel.os moo°
—hiliwaubse
Dinapprevel.
llamaiti—Wly dotal you play ell!
Johniny Josses?
Tay—lb shoots exam for emir,
Man sera--My dear child! had pe1/4
Mal Wok that's niee, do your?
Temniy—Naw, he always wars eso
grything I got!--Clevelitad Loos/
Teo Much for Mar.
Algernoo—And what did your lathee
my when yes told him I bled proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude—Oh, Algernon! Only &bar-
ge* counter phoeograph would repent
web awful language!—Glaiesere Daly
Mows.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to ease at Mr,
It etnich him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing OW
seemed lack log.
"I've simply nothing to wear," gba
said, wtth a languid sigh of Ferret.
No Time to Leo&
lillneent—lt doesn't seem nate rig*
four Mom seen to *mei that young wino*
se moo after bet' husbands doedh
Mortesse—But this is an exesetionel
we. Everybody is myna' that hawk IS
sabeesnaing to hen—rook.
Appropriate.
She—Mrs. Fleshly says she's going
to hare her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
Pie—Well, I always said she was he
alined to be nutty in her sky-piece.—
Detroit Free Pres&
•
Compatibility.
• "How II your son getting on with his
work"
"Deatittfelly," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "lie saver troubles
It, and it never seems Is trouble him."—
Washington Star.
The Ouseom.
"Who was the man that Was kick
Mg so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got of.' said a passenget
"without paying his fhre."—Detrott
Pies Press.
Nveryttriag Illuiet.
Churcb—tverything is quiet over In
Philatienesta, I mumps*
Gotham—Oh, yes, a men over there
has just patented a noiseless baby car.
Flags —Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, bat you are tight!" said
the girdle to the *meet.
"Wen, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the nays, with a merry
laugh —Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Wile
"Old ecadds says he le flying fey
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry Wm, then,
If You expect his dying to oo you any
peod."—Houston Post.
Edneatbon aid Literature.
Mrs. Knicker—Jack writes for $50
inetek be buy books.
Kileker—ntrikes me these miles*
Mahn. nandebe among the ex best sell"
r
ia—N. Y. Dm
Om amid Peak.
"Wm kis *Mg ameheas a meessar
Nth, nes; it failed Is week Were II
git tar shougla up to kart."—Life. _ _
NON-WYrIBRS oliE RIMY.
011111110 earl Dvabletie. Ise• Boned Is
Bileehtli—Ohibir OM
1,;•
DPW am of Idie 46 Mem has a
dightreet W., as to voting sod the pro
wide* at hese Mosesse hem ogees*
emehmee fmnafTI in Om
Mee geese rhea mega k. Is sitoakir.
nes. illberbdo melee= 'ISOM NM
-tIne &WM. beat olf
egmetillg Inokteed Atio
low 11111.11,011010 eirtelatIfin Pengeldt.
1111111ther issaa. eti eh, am m-
aw" filft MOW *Aft selObsir own
posposa Dimfmn
alitt %sums isapplbse. vOlimalagass
arOmOn tiorm hod set Chensesion
•- UL. Calimmome, beast Pa-
-• 
Me* Illulawass "ladlims sad
giolellonr at am milleyney. nod /16•61-
Igain bollires see lassaksta
Team Ms a mossing mrsolese. ft
toolodas lases, pengepe. tuassOcu.
UMW deans sphillees. Woes end
hierinem" The puiplas edis
dm is Is prompt *dims a arm
pasta Is Yew frees eiseing theses II
alkay bM hum ether Mew sod Is
be di earergrass et the esesseStroction
purgeil, Ibv ledarres and Is have the
same preetseas of haw.
Ositterimis ascaubss MIMI; Chtoess.
CM imam, mg therm email guilty of
Indiescr, artelog as dlethariboa Memel
the Mir Mmeo. blebs eargoies
anolserMs pategambds, be lash Ms
Ms well pesellalasa Shull IS so
eludes the.. etreelisied allef
Wore Deirses hos a Me pewelike.
Omagh prwesestasor ger Mom Is
as.. tyr ~as ass praeakeLty so
'MOW& 11111nannitp.1 eo1111While
Is as sirelloeted elate 'Venom IOU
hove set paid Mak taros art bhp
Imediska"
llikkigan emirate the "moods" al
Orb .24 lfgerresets halms neatly
imams et etvglattbesi" Teanessee
3idges as quonsamosais as Is MOM
Sad Wilmools melodies them who be
so eieseme Is that Maio
fiNNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Omani of Eiehiso-Dreirn 17eied is
head the Appeorame at
thmiburs.
nt is a new balsa," *Id the per.
Ammer. "I mesa a by way of a Jobe.
It le erellfog Ike_ het eakso"
Ms rated • little et the oftd cream
ilk The anal at ass bast, sad is, his
vrWits. soh bend was se henna as
sedlons.
W. lave *sews nub an out-of
deer peeptier'he min "thee a foe go*
sanassn is more babletiy prised
by us Clem as lima wing. rose and
Ibly balm
'WWI lade %Asa In tolled, I expert
aseeted IS I Aimed a banshee cream
that week ere the glint periled:0 of
a gold -brown esselnarn, and that Irtallid
alloppear sradually, le a week or two,
N' seal 'auburn dee&
put Ibis mom en the market
Prole the Mart it *Id trenneadonety
Km end women eilthe be• It And n
Is benetat sot only by the tient or
Menserrepfitter, who never gets
the sae, bet ones by the reel Idler,
whine. Ifils Is anorether ran erenoor
else teem tirte letter eery frequently
avesbern- to as ugly way—an inflamed
omelet skta, blisters, peenng—aid te)
prepersties daimon all teat. Ovine
Wes the only snabern that is worth
whin die gold byrorn one.
"Where I sell one Jar of skin bleach
sell we of this gvit: brown sunburn
VIM
ASHAMED OF THEM HABIT
Clay-Enters of North Carolina Ear.
Aequired a Visates
Taste.
•1'he clay-eaters are hardy. but pals
The day Is a deep yellow. with r
smooth, sweet tame. something like yel
bow Jack mOiltaktell needy."
Tbe etbeeologlet had Just returner
from Isharth Carerisa, where he had beep
studying tbe lame* coking of clay-
set cps.
"They are all of ituglish &scent." 111
sontisued, "and they talk with a
marked runtish *tent. They are a lit
De ashamed of their habit. They don!
ft at fine to strangers. Eut this slam.
S(M)It disappears.
"Tke clay Is eaten raw. cut Into ronnt
cokes. Bosesilint s it is brtaded, sic
served with iontassee or ma 1.1e soup
Sometimes, again. it Is mild! sin
sweet potatoes in arneviding.
"I tried it. The taste was sickenim
to toe. I could no mere. bare eaten tte
kia•Inteme stuff than I could have tette
a pee! of chewing tobacco.
"The eny is foond near the misers
Streams They ate it first from hunger
due to erop failures. But they eat haw*
as the Chinese eat opium. tenatese the)
have formed at vicious taste for IL"
Fr 
Secompenen
/19111tor (no farmer's boy in the BOW
potatoes, eh?
Former's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do you get for
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy—Nawthin'; but I pit
samothin' for not diggin"em.
Visitor—Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy—Licked.—Judge.
For Charity.
He--Was your charity entertainment
tenet-settee
She—Splendid. We had a royal time
all our pictures In the pap s, and
everybody said we did pest lovely. We
to tie in $2,000, too.
"Then l'suppose eon cleated quite
nice sum for the hospital"
"Web—s. t exactly. You see, the ex-
patiates were very heavy and after the
costumes and the cesriage hire, ibied
the Bowe— and the banquet to the per-
form** were all paid for, it left est)
about $00 for the hoepleal. But every-
body said it was a beg enaccess."—Bal
theme, American.
Between the Eyes.
"It will be !aeon enough, less Gwen-
ple, II) irtiosnp this book the nest Wm
co4 won't ill"
"wf,. certainly, Mr. Feathertop,
Thbeen DO hurry about it. Any time
within the next six months will dee"—
Popep?...Pl.b.ans.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
BacOn—I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawu by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the seuntry with that outfit for
six years.
Inglart—Btrange, isn't it?
"What's strange?"
•"That Me mule didn't kick at the
nausic."—Yealaers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But an you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man.
"If you psi a house and put It in my
name," she replied pro,. tptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
75-Judge.
Another to Hold H: :n for Awhile.
"You seena to be ti.onghtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we wake people think we know."
"Pour! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."—Chicago Record.
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashcol-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working,
any how?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he wile—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Her Father—What are your pros-
peens, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lede—What is the real difference
betweem an apartment, a flat and a ten-
ement home?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children; In a flat tne)
has one or two. More than two makes
ray home a tenement, alum.—.Judge.
Extra.
na what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gaut meter."
"Gas meter."
What the—?"
'So realty unnecessary feet, you
know."--Cleveland Leader.
A Calldowe.
"Sumbe 'aye he would never wear
ready-m&de clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't have
enough tea lay a second-hand suit"—
Detroit Tree Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jagger—Why does that millionaire
beast at hi. ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very well
hose of his posterity, when his daugh•
see eloped with the coachman and his
two seas are takiag the gold cure.—
Puck
As Indorsement.
"Tb you regard the political future
Of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum.
"I have thought the matter over and I
still mustier politics an entirely sate
Invelement."—Wsehington Post
THE TYRA2fICAL LANDLADY,
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
ogaio? I thought you were setUed tot
the winter la the Chiffonier fiats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady hailed nie out—Kansas City
Star.
A. Reflection.
"The ocean looks lake sea and eopper."
Os* often hears this on the beach;
The simile la apt slid proper—
'there's wow—iota of It—in each.
Thought She Had a "Nash."
Patleace—It's scandalous!
PUriee—What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was Out playing golf,
yesterday', aid she said she had a mashie
on the links!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Kaieker—It's a pretty honest werld.
Becker—Yes, indeed, tbe. man who
Bads fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return it I. the ewnen—N. Y. Sun,
Lineage.
Mrs. Ill4blett4—Do you go back to
Maass She 1!l•squer1,r?
Mrs, Newlittit' No, but ouz leg Is
▪ garitertrik72.44_L Us
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,oth Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
R
 Sash, Lici
Interior
Final&
--OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Segni
You t.ant1ave wo +
Vacations instead l+
of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
pictures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you have visited while on your va-
cation. We have them in stock from
$1.00 to $35.0 .
McPherlon's
Drug Store.
*FOURTH AND BROADWAY
WANT
WANTED—Bilious VC ople to take
$oules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way. 
4
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. All modem
conveniences. Apols to L. S. Du-
bois.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of linked
States, of good character au tempt-
Tate habits, who can speak, read and
...rite English. For information op-
. rnly to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
srond House, Paducah, Ky. •
FOR RENT—The Store House
carnor Sixteenth and Tennessee
streets. Good dwelling up stairs, will
snake good grocery or drug stand.
Apply or write to Jake Biederman
-Grocery Cis
" FOR RE*Tt-L-Down stairs
awl board. Mrs. Rook, 433
street; Old 'phone 317.
COOla
Clark
WANTED—Good cools white or
colored; good wages Apply 209
North Fifth street
FOR SALE—Twelve-room resi-
dence on North Sevesth.itteet, with
all .mnackrrt conveaiences; prise rea-
sonable and easy payments. Address
P., this office.
LOST—Large LesitYellelt s' 'letters
-white with small black itiofi ñ Loy
and larger ones on hiP and both sides
of face.; bobtailed and left front leg
crooked: answer to name of "Das."
Liberal reward, return to Dr. Hearn,
Fifth and Bfoaciway.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third street,
New phone 906A.
BURN:
JOSS STICKS
(They Cost Five Cents.). •
t atsd 7.1
Rub On:
SHOO-SU:ft: TER
(Ten Cents a Bottle.)
AND
DRIVE
AWAY
MOSQUITOS
.11.11
tr.= 411
R. W W ILKER
Iacorporatf rj
fifth t Broadway. Both nog 175
NIITBEtL AT ST'11t DOOR.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
PERSONAL NOTES.
•*. + + + + + + + + +
Mlax tilasgc Cie harness man, of
Indianapolis, was in the city yester-
day on business.
lar. Will Keys, .of Murray, a former
druggist of Paduca:1, was here.
Tuesday. visiting friends. Dr. Key
is now attending Vanderbilt Univer-
sity.
-Mlr. Mark Keys, of Murray, was in
Paditrah yesterday visiting friends on
his way to Los Angeles, Cal., where
he is going to make his home.
'Hon. John K. Kendrick went to
Smithland yesterday on business.
Mr. tend Mrs. Thomas Hoflich, of
Cape Girardeau. tilos are visiting Mrs
fitoryer, on Ohio street.
Attorney J. G. Miller went to Mur-
ray yesterday on legal business.
Miss Mary Roscoe ,of Kuttaw_a, is
the guest of Miss Edna Rukey this
week.
Fred Wade has gone to Crab Or-
chard, Ky., to spend a few days.
C. F,. Clark, of Evansville, is in the
City on business.
Mr. Jessie Olive, of Eddyvtille, spent
Tuesday in Padkicah.
.Hon. Sam Crossland, of Mayfield.
was here on legal business yesterdays
.J. J. t offee, who has been visiting
friends in the city for several days
returned to his borne in Mayfield yes-
terday.
Missliel.V-Broach, of Murray. is
vistiing friends in the city.
Rev. Tom Conway. of Marion, is
visiting friends here this week.
'Howard Gillum, of Mississippi, is
in the city visiting.
Count/ Attorney Alben Barkley :s
at home from Olympia Springs, Ky.
where he attended a meeting of the
county attorneys of the state.
Messrs. James Quarles and Joseph
RySsurn, local stenographers in the
Illinois Central Railroad departments
have gone to Denver to spend two
weekis on a vacation.
MY. if-fume A. Ogilvie, of the sher-
iffs office, and wife and child have
goat to Nashville, Term., to visit rela-
tives.
Clareneesniamwn has returned from
a Visit to Cerulean Springs.
Miss Ester Cravens, who has been
visiting in ITopkinsville, has returned
horns.
Miss Mary Byrns, of Mayfield, is
the guest of Miss Norma Jenkins.
thEirs. J. S. •Harth and children re-
turned yesterday from visiting in
Sherman, Tex. Miss Mamie Gregory
of that place, accompanied her home
to spend several weeks.
Attorney L. K. Taylor, who has
been at Boorte's Hill, Term., for sev-
eral week* recuperating from an, op-
eration to his leg, is expected home
toltar.
ilal Corbett went to Wickliffe
last evening to attend circuit court
baring several oases on the docket
there.
Mrs. Thomas Corbett and daughter.
Miss Ruby, are spending a week with
Colonel Jake Corbett at his home near
Wickliffe, Ky.
.h4r. and Mrs Nam), Mendonno and
sons. Haroldand Haarvey, Jr., of Cot-
ton Val, will arrive this afternoon to
visit their aunt, Mrs. Henry Bahr, of
South Eighth. street.
Miss Elizabeth Mstchell is ill at her
home, 329 Broadway.
.Miss Nellie Barry has returned front
a visit to friends in Mitrray.
Miss Eva Nicholas will leave to-
morrow for Chicago.
Alderman Sans Hubb and wife re-
turned yesterday from Dixon Springs.
where they had been sojourning for
several days.
.Miss Eva Smith. of Motile, Ala.
will arrive Saturday to be the guest
of Mqss Rose Weikert.
Roscoe gailey, advertising manager
on the Evening News at Jackson.
Miss., is in the city visiting his moth-
er, Mks. Mary Bailey, at 819 Broad-
way.
IFOR SALE--Vacant ItatThirteenth
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable. inquire Dr.
Blyth, second floor Fraternity build-
ing.
+ + + + + + + + + +
• •
LOCAL HEWS IN BIRISF 4.
+ + + ++ + + + + + + + + +
— -
—Cow Catcher Lycurgus Rice has
been authorized by Mayor Yeiser to
get a telephone and advertise his
number. The mayor thinks this will
enable Mr. Rice to secure more in-
formation as to loose cows being upon
the streets.
—Cut down the weeds in your
yards. The police are enforcing the
order gives' some time since for this
work to be done. In the police court
Monday a well-known citizen was
fined $to and costs on this charge.
—The ,Register was in error yes-
terday in stating that Mr. Henry
Rudy had driven into an open ditch
at Ninth and Jefferson streets dans by
Contractors Robertson & Gardner.
Tire contractors claim that they are
not at work within a hundred feet of
that corner and that the hole into
which Mr. Rudy drove was the city
culvert running across Ninth street
—A dungeon is being built beneath
the city jail for confinement of refrac-
tory prisoners. The draining of the
jail since the construction of the sew-
erage makes this dungeon a possible
addition to the jail. It will prove a
good means of curbing some charac-
ters who have to be confined.
—Clerk Smedley and force are is-
suing many licenses to merchants and
other dealers tinder the new state law
Strict retail dealers are not subject
to the law.
--Captain Y. B. Jones, an aged
mate of the poor farm, who served
.in a Virginia regiment, has receivsd
notice of adirnissirm to the Confed-
erate home at Pewee Valley, Ky. Mr.
Jones has lived here for several years
and until lately was quite active in
spite of his years.
—There will be a regular meeting
of the W. C. T. U. tomorrow after-
noon at 4 o'clock in the lecture room
of the first Baptist Church, vithen im-
portant business matters will be con.
sidered.
—The real estate market is fairly
active. The county clerk's record of
transfers show an average fair daily
number of deals.
—The rain storm promisedt.yesten.
day morning when the Regeter went
to press passed away in a light rain.
But the day wan cloudy and slightly
damp and last night was again threat-
ering.
—The remodeling work on the
Palmer is progresang apparently
slowly because there is so much being
done. The house is- being generally
overhauled.
—The candidates for city judge
have begun to pip.
—The I. C. R. R. pay car comes
tomorrow to gladden the hearts of the
company's many employees here.
—Articles of incorporation of the
Credit Guide company were filed yes-
terday with County Clerk Smedley.
The incorporators are Joseph, Dave
and Rose Desberger and the purpose
of the company is collecting of debts
and rating of patrons, ate.
—Regular prayer meeting services
tonight at the Tenth street Christian
church. Subject, "Things to Put Off
and Thsngs to Put on in the Chris-
tian Life." Tlilrd chapter Collossiaris.
Services begin at 8 o'c'ock sharp.
All will be welcome.
—In Judge Lightfoot's county
court- yesterday Lucien Durrett was
given a judgment against C. A. Tor-
rence for $68 on account.
Dr. Reynolds has moved from his.
office in the Fraternity building to
offices oyes Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers, on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
The curtain lecture is the
sound a man can have in his
Erwin the /tatian.
WArSt
Car.—
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• RIVER RIPPLING&
+ + + + + + + + + + +
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1 River Stages.
•
Cairo 16.1; rising.
Chattanooga 4.7; rising.
Cincinnati 14.6; rising.
'Evansville 7.2; rising.
Florence 3.5; falling.
RAniscinville 6.4; falling.
Louisville 4.6; rising.
Mount Carmel 1.2; rising.
Nashville 9.2; falling.
Pittsburg 4.4; falling.
!Davis Island Dam 6.6; falling.
St. Louis 12.8; rising.
Mount Vernon 6.4; rising.
Paducah 7.8; standing.
The Hopkins left at 3 o'clock yes-
terday for Evansville.
The Royal left at 2 o'clock yester-
day afternoon for Galcondia.
The Bottorff leaves today at noon.
for Nashville.
The Clyde left yesterday for Water-
loo.
The City of Savannah leaves this'
this morning for St. Louis.
RIVER SURVEYORS HERE.
Are at Work on the Nine-Foot Stage
in Lower Ohio.
The government surveying party
which is at work sounding and' meas-
uring the Ohio river for an all-around
the year nine-foot stage arrived at
this port Sunday and left yesterday
morning. The party is on bargebo-ats
in tow of the steamer Wave Rock
and the force numbers about fifty
riverrnen. The surveyors have been
at work. ae stated, since 1896. but not
regularly, an the efforts of the Ohio
Valley Improvement Association, and
nearly all the work ha-s been executed
the past eighteen rnonthts. The party
will at once resume the work which
rernains to be done and which lies
now only between this place and
Cairo It is thought within less than
another month that the survey will
be completed. all but compiling the
statistics secured
The report of the work done will
go before the corning session of con-
gress, when the riallt for the nine-
foot stage is to be taken up with re-
newed vino
Suits at Stnithlarat
Attorney C. C Granaltam of thin
city yesterday in the Livingston cir-
cuit court filed an answer to the dam-
age suit of C. Mt Humphries against
the Illinois Central Railroad, which
is for the loss of the life of her bon-
bons/. who was killed while at work at
the old Tennessee river bridge. He
also at the same time filed exceptions
in the if Alit of Mks. Eva Webb vs. the
Hartford Insurance Company for
$3.200 insurance on a hotel burned in
Smilthland some three months since
and which leas the compacry refuses
to pay.
Walt Call a Minister.
The congregation of the First
Christian Church, at a meeting yes-
terday. decided to tan a pastor to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Rev. Wt H. Pinkerton a few
months gime. The call will be made
at a congregational meeting to be
held Sunday forenoon. it is under-
stond that tthrough .correspondence
severarministers have been found who
are willing to entertatn a call from
the church here.
A fakon has flown firm Teneriffe
to Andalusia, 750 miles, in sixtlen
hours.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are ofasing a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Moweinant forA Seth Thomas Sza.00 Mantel Clock for 
171°Heves 160 Knives and Forks, a set, 
 
 
 $345.Gamins Eagan' Teaspoons, a set, 
 
.75Gesmine leigers"Tablespooas. a wet 
Ow entire Mu of Cut Glass at 30 per cent off at regular price.
*or Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.
regular prianc--you must see this line to estimate fully the barglan• we
see offering
A special reflation on every art icle in our store for so days only—
suicelp for cask—
Our repairs must give you satis faction.
Illinas tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
•
355 IMSOADWAY. GUT HIM'S OW STAND.
J. A. IIIMINETTNA, JINNI ELER AND OPTICIAN.
sr Years imperienos.
bscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
14P
.'"Carripbell Block.
WSW Phose 369, Residence Phone 736
1
J. W. HUGHES
ii
MINERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building '
On= MONS 4114-a RININNLNCE PBON CS we
"1111=11
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Mese Power Motor.
g Norm Power Motor-
t 954 Horse Power Moses.
111 Horse Power Moto&
I so Horse Power Moot-
s sae Liglet 10ymmalk.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street
IIMMIIMINEM1111111•11111
S.. P. POOL, L. S. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 906 B. Tnird ;
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
r Imsorparated
Office Second and Ohio. 
,,14•0%; 
. ,
Both Telephones 254.
. Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LIMP .12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS \
Let us call and book youriorder for next wintet:
West Kentucky CoalCo.
